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Es-rasce is Woburn S-ree-.
Agenda fob December, 1877.
Friday, 14th.—Soiree Committee, at 5 p.m.
„
•„
Library Comm-ttee. at 5.45 p.m.
„
■ „
Experirnemat Rsearrhh Committee, at
6.30 p.m.
'
,,
„
Committee's Seance, at 7,30 p.m.
Tuesday, 18i7i.—Trasce Address, at 8 p.m. Mr. W. J.
Colville.
Wednesday, 19£7l—Inquirers’ Seance, at 8 p.m.
Friday, 21 st—Seance Committee, at 5.45 p.m.
„
,.
ISj^pr^^^^alt Rneanrhh Ocmmii-eel at
6.30 • p.m.
„
Committee's Seance, at 7.30 p.m.
Friday, 2Sih.—Soiree Committee, at 5 p.m.
.
m
,.
Experimental Rssaacch
at
6.30 p.m.
CHRISTMAS CLOSING.
The Offices of the Association will beclosed from December
24th to December 26ih, inclusive.

Newspaper Branch Office, London, W.Q.
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MR. COLVILLE’S ADDRESSES.

Mr. Colville's Meetings, which have bees changed from
Saturday afternoons to Tuesday evenings, at 8 o’clock, are
free to members aSd friends.

.
THE LIBRARY,
The sum of £5 has bees subscribed by Mr. Peterson towards
a fund for purchasing additional books'for the Library, on
condition of a total of £30 being raised. Friends are in
vited to give their kind ainln- ince in -hin matter.
E. KISLINGBURY, S^cret^^y.

BRIXTON PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
OFFICES—G, LOUGHBOROUGH-ROAD-NORTH, BrIXTON.

The object of the society is to promote the study of
Psychology and Spini-uallnm, and kindred subjects.
Members have the privilege of a—esdisg seances with wellknown mediums, and are entitled to the use of books os
Splni-uallim from the Library.
For information as to rules of membership, &c., &c., apply
to—
H. E. FRANCES, Hon. SeO.
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Published Weekly; Price Twopence.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN,
11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, London, IF

THE

President—MR, Serjeant-Cox.
This Society was established in February, 1875, for the pro
motion of psychological science is all i-s branches. Its object
is ths investigation of -he forces, orgauic and intelligent, that
move and direct the material mechanism of man.
All particulars may bs obtained os application to
FRANCIS K. MUNTON, Honorary Secretary .
*
Willesden, N.W,
Just published, price 7s. 6d.
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The soul, and how it found me •
being a sarra-ivs of phenomena connected with -he
produc-ion of England and Islam, by Edward Maitland.

Tinsley Brothers, Publishers.

Prics Sixpence.
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CARPENTER’S PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES, set
forth i) a Review of his book os Mesmerism, Spiritualism,
fc., Historically and Scientifically Considered. By Alfred
Russel Wallacs, F.L.S. This review was originally published
in The Quarterly Journal of Science.
The S-p^'ritualist Newspaper Branch Office, London, W.C.

ROFESSOR ADOLPHE DIDIER’S pamphlet

P

on Cura-ive Mesmerism, price 6d.; also a pamphlet os
Clairvoyance, price 4d.- To be had from the au-hor, 10,
Berkeley-gardens, Campdes-hill, Kensington.

he probable effects of spirit
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ualism UPON THE SOCIAL, MORAL, AND RELI
GIOUS OONDITIDN ON
e Two EsoaES by Mist
Anna Blackwell and Mr. G. F. Green.
Published by the British National Association of Splrl-uallntn,
38, Great Rrnnell-ntrse-, W.C.
E. W. Allen, 31, Ave Maria-lase, E.C.
.
Price Is.
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VARIETIES.—A Pamphlet containing useful infor
mation for -loss who hold or who are about to hold spirit
circles in -heir own homes. Published at The S^'^'ritualist
newspaper branch office, 38, Great Rrnnell-n-ree-, London,
W.C. Prics Id.; post free for l|d.; or six copies post free
for 6d.
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SOCIETY intend holding their FIFTH ANNUAL TEA
FOR THE BEREAVED FROM OUR LITTLE ONES
PARTY AND ENTERTAINMENT ou Chnis-man Day,
IN GLORY. Gives through -he mediumship of F. J. Theo
December 25, 1877, is the Temperance Hall, Honnedge-ntneet,
bald. Par- 1, prics 6d., paper cover, “ Heaves Opened,” being
mors advanced spirit messages, Par- 2, prics Cd., paper
Oldham. Tea os tables at four o’clock p.m.
Tickets 9d.
each ; children under twelve years, 6d. each. Admission,
cover, “ Hsaven Opened.” The two par-s bound in oss volume,
after -si-, 3d. each. The En-er-alsmen- will consist of songs, ■
Clo-h Is. The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
glees, readings, nerl^-a-lonst pianoforte duets, &c., aided by Mr.
J. Hall, the well-known concertina player. Tickets may be
FOR THE TOILET, THE NURSERY, AND FOR SHAVING.
had from Thos. Kershaw, 8, Hlph-s-nee- ; J. Mills, br-chen,
Pure, Fragras- and Durable.
Usi<^:s^^i^-^^^t ; or from any of the •comm^t^t^^e.

MR. ERASMUS WILSON, F.R.S.,

ANGHAM HALL, 43, Great Portland-street,

L

London, W. J. COLVILLE delivers an Inspirational
Oration followed by as Impromptu Poem • (subject choses by
the audience), on Mondays at 8 p.m. Admission free to
balcony. Reserved, nea-n 2s.; usnenenvsd, Is.

ancashire district committee
' OF SPIRITUALISTS. The following Mss-Isps will

States (is the Journal of Cutaneous Medicine)

PEARS’ TRANSPARENT SOAP
Is as article of -he nicest and most careful manufacture, and
one of the most refreshing and agreeable of balms -o the skin.
Sold by Chemiste and Perfumers everywhere, and by
Pears, 91, Great Runnell-ntreet, London.

L

EVERYBODY HIS OWN PRINTER.
be held under the auspices of this Committee:—Bolton : Sun
day, January 6,1878, Mr. John Lamont, of Liverpool, will give
Two Addresses ; also os Monday evening, Jauuary 7th, Mr.
Is a self-inking one and can easily b© worked by a child
Lamont will give an Address. Liverpool: Sunday, January
of ten.
G, • Mr. Joseph Jackson, of Hyde, will give Two Addresses at
. Its Simplicity is its recommendation.
s Camden Hotel, Camdes-n-nset. Moruing at 11, evening
You will find i- a great source of in-erest and recreation,
at 6.30.
'
besides saving you time and mossy.

THE “MODEL” PRINTING PRESS

-1

he second annual new year's

Press, including Type and all accessories, fi'om £5.
GATHERING OF THE LANCASHIRE SPIRIT
C. G. SQUINTANI & Co
UALISTS. Os Monday, December 31n-, 1877, a general
Show Rooms
18c, Liverpool Street, London, E.C.
*
Social Gathering of Splri-ualintn will take place in -he
Tempsrascs Hall, Gnonvesor-ntnee■t, Manchester, under -hs
Sssd for as illustrated pamphlet, “HOW TO PRINT,”
auspices of ths Lancashire Committee. Tea os -hs tables
containing as abridged history of the art of pris-ing, general
at half-past four.
Chair -o be takes at six, when as
catalogue of printing materials, specimens of -yps, Ac., £e.;
Es-er-aismes- of Music will bs gives. Ticke-s for Tea and
post free, ssves stamps.
.
Meeting, Is. each, after Tea, 6d. They may bs had of -hs
Ladies’ Committee, or a- the door of the Hall.
John
Lamont, President; Charles Parsons, Secretary.
29 & 30, Sou-hampton-brildlspn, Chancery-lane, W.C>
DEPOSITS received at INTEREST for sta-ed periods or re
payable os demand. Os Current A^^o^^n^-s, Isteres- allowed '
morse will speak at the
AvA FOLLOWING. ELA.CES:—Liverpool: Sunday, Jan.
os -h© minimum mos-hly balances. Cheque Books supplied, .
and Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
13,11 and 6.30,; Hyde: Monday, January 14, 8.0; Rhodes:
The Bank under-akes -he custody of Securities of Customer.
Tuesday, January 15,-8.0 ; Manchester, Wednesday, January
16, 8.0 ; Tew Mills : Thursday, January 17, 8.0; Lit-l<sb<^:roi^^^
*li
:
and the Collec-ios of Bills of Exchange, Dividends and1
Coupons.. Stocks and Shares purchased and sold and
.
Friday, January 18, 8.0; Oldham: Sunday, January 20, 2;30
and 6.30; Rochdale : Monday, January 2lBt, 8.0; Burnley:
advances mads -hersos.
..
Office Hours from 10 till 4, excepting Saturdays, then from
Tuesday, Jasnary 22, 8.0 ; BUton: Wednesday, January 23,
10 to 2. Os Mondays -he Bank is opes until .9 in the Evening,
8.0; Bury: Thursday, January 24, 8.0; Manchester: Friday,
A Pamphlet with full pantirrlann, may bs had on application.
January 25, 8.0. John Lamont, President; Clr^rrlC3Pannonn,
•
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
Secretary,
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OF SPIRITUALISTS.
3?, GREAT BUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
This organisation, comprising several hundred members,
has public offices, a reading-room and library, with a secretary
in attendance to receive visitors and answer inquiries. Seances
can be attended by recommendation from a member. Terms,
for use of library and reading-room, one guinea per annum.

Just published, 2s. paper covers • 3s. cloth.

. MR.

At . homo daily from 12 till 5.

by a Spirit through a Writing Medium.
E. AV. Allen, II, Ave Maria-lane, London, E.C.

ORKS BY

W

EDWARD

MAITLAND.

Tales of the Intuitions, in one volume each, uniform,
price 7s. Gd. I. The Pilgrim and the Shrine. II. Higher Law: a
romance. III. By-and-By: an historical romance of the
future. Tinsley Brothers, Publishers.—IV. Price 2s. Gd.,
Jewish Literature and Modern Education ; or, the Use and
Misuse of the Bible in the Schoolroom. V. The Keys of the
Creeds, 5s. Teubner & Co.—VT. Price I2s., England and
Islam.; or, the Counsel of Cai&phas. A book for the times,
present and to come. Tinsley Brothers.

OEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.

P

Br

Honorary or Corresponding Members.
Ills Imperial Highness Nicholas, Dulce of Lcuchtenberg, St.
Petersburg, Russia.
Prince Emile de Sayu Wittgenstein, Lieutenant-General, Aidc-dcCamp General dc S.M.I. dc 1’Empercur Russie, Vcvcy,
Switzerland,
Ahmed Rassim Pacha, Khan dcRassim Paeha aBahdj^Capoussou,
Constantinople.
Tho Baron Von Vay, President of tho Spiritual Society at Pesth.
The Baroness Adclma Von Vay, Gonobitz, bei Fotsehacli, Styria,
via Gratz, Austria.
Tbe Baroness Guldenstubbe, 29, Rne de Trcvise, Paris.
Colonel Don Santiago Bassols y Folgucra, Madrid.
El Visconde de Tones-Solanot, Madrid.
The Hon. Alexandre Aksasof, Russian imperial Councillor,
Nevsky Prospect, 6, St. Petersburg.
The Baron von Dirckinck-Holmfeld, Pinneberg, Holstein.
M. Gustave de Veh, Bischofberger-villa, Interlaken, Switzerland.
Mme. de Veh. Bisehoffsberger-rilla. Interlaken, Switzerland.
Signe r Sebastiano Fenzi, Firenze, Italy.
Herr Constantin Delhez, Wien, Austria.
J. M. Peebles, Esq., Hammonton, Atlantic Co.,New Jersey,U.S.A.
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. New York. U.S.A.
Miss Anna Blackwell. LaTresorerie, Wimille. Boulogne-sur-Mer.
Baboo Pearychand Mittra, 7, Swallow-ianc, Calcutta.
James Mylne, Esq , Beheea, East Indian Railway, Bengal.
Mrs. Emma Ilaxdingc-Britten, San Franeisco, U.S.A.
A. J. Klko, Esq., Oude Molstraat, the Hague, Holland.
The Rev. J. Tyerman, 45, Drummond-street, Carlton, Melbourne.
Al. C. Constant, Smyrna, Turkey in Asia.
Dr. Maxmilian Perty, Professor of Natural Science, Berne,
Switzerland.
Dr. Franz Hoffmann, Professor of Philosophy, Wurzburg Univer
sity, Germany.
W. Lindesay Riehardson, M.D., care of Mr. W. If. Terry, 98,
Russell-street, Melbourne, Victoria. Australia.
Gregor C. Wittig, Esq.. Kornerstras.se 2b, Leipsie, Germany,
W. II. Terry, Esq., 84, Russell-street Soutli, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia.
M. Leymaric, 7, Rue de Lille, Paris.
Epes Sargent, Esq., Box 2,985, Boston, U.S.A.
II. T. Child, Esq., M D.. 634, Raee-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
E. Crowell, Esq., AID., 196, Clinton-avenue, Brooklyn, New York,
U.S.A.
M.F. Clavairoz, Consul-General de France, Trieste, Austria.
G. L. Ditson.Esq., AID., Albany, New York, U.S.A.
W. L. Sammons, Esq., Cape Town, South Afrlea.
J.
Spear, Esq., 2210, Mount Vernon-street, Philadelphia,

Address as above.

____________

MR. J. W. FLETCHER,
TEST MEDIUM AND CLAIRVOYANT,

2, VERNON PLACE, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE.
Hours—Twelve till Five.

MRS. S.

W.

FLETCHER,

THE MESMEBTC HEALEB,

2, VERNOX PLACE,7 —
BLOOMSBURY
— — — —j.v .u. SQUARE.
-™°tUrNVN
their
a'1-'P0inl, '2
____
ouuir homes
UVIUCB by
oy UppOlUtment. Nervous diseases a specialty.__________________________ _

SPIRITUAL

HEALING OF DISEASE,
7?F J/L1/AS REGAN,

2, VERNON PLACE,

BLOO11SBURY

SQUARE,

W.O.,

AND

141, CAMBRIDGE STREET, PIMLICO, S.W.
N.B.—Patients desiring personal treatment will please
make appointment by letter, which will receive prompt
attention. Curative appliances sent to those residing at a
distanco on application.

MR. W.

EGLINTON

Haa returned to town, and may be addressed,

32, roPSTONB ROAD, EARL’S COURT, KENSINGTON
S.W.

CLARA DEARBORN,

MRS.

Healer and Trance Medium,
GUILFORD
PLACE, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
Hours from 10 to 4,
Mrs. Dearborn deals specially with rheumatics, tumours,
and cancer. Writings are produced upon her arms; they
come as communications, usually in the form of tests. The
poor are treated free of expense. • Mrs. Dearhorn will make
engagements to treat the sick at their homos.

10,

MADAME LLANCORE,
At home from 11 till 4, for Music, Trance, Clairvoyanee, and
Automatic Writing.
25, GUILFORD STREET, RUSSELL SQUARE.

J.

R.

M

J.

MOKSK
MORSE,

INSPIRATIONAL

TRANCE SPEAKER, is prepared to receive calls as
usual, to lecture in London or the provinces. All Letters
to be addressed to him at Warwick Cottage, Old Ford-road,
Bow, London, E._______________________________________________

MDLLE. HUET, good Medium for Raps.
Paris.*
2

Price 7s. Gd., cloth.

On Monday, Thursday and

Saturday evenings from 8 o’clock for reception of friends.

IFE BEYOND THE GRAVE: described

L

E. WILLIAMS,

Q.

01, LAMB’S, CONDUIT STREET, W.C.

At home from 12 to 5 o’clock.

173, Rue St Honortf,

W. WALLIS, Trance Medium, desires

E

LIZZIE DOTEN. Tenth edition. This volume opens
0 engagements to deliver public or private addresses, In
with the wonderful experiences of the author, who is pecu
London or the provinces. Address, 15, St. Peter’s-road, Mile
liarly gifted as a trance medium and public speaker. Her
End, London, E.
_______________________________
platform labours havo for a long time boon unceasing, and tho
deep religious and spiritual tone of her discourses have ex
tended her influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through
the instrumentality of the press. This volume contains the
ADOLPHE DIDIER, Consulting Mesmerist (33 years
gems of the inspirational utterances, given chiefly before
established), attends patients and may be consulted daily from
public audiences, under direct spirit influence.
Several of
2 till 5 at his residence, 10, Berkeley-gardcns, Campden-hill,
them are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poo. They have
Kensington.
Select lectures aud private lessons in the
the rhythmic beauty, grandeur, and imagery of his produc
science of Mesmerism are given by appointment.
tions in earth-life. The Biographical Introduction gives a
succinct account, of the moans bywhich thesepoems are given
J.
to the world. The peculiar influence which each spirit exer
• delivers Orations and Poems in London or the
cised over the medium is stated, and the unmistakable cer
Provinces (on subjects chosen by the audience, if desired).
tainty and significance of this higher phase of spiritual com
For all particulars address him at 15, Southampton-row,
munion is pourtrayed. The book is a valuable addition to the
London, W.C.
evidences in favour of spirit intercourse and of its ennobling
tendencies.—Boston, U.S : COLBY and Rich. London. Spiritualid Office.
and Medical Mesmerist, 99, Great Suffolk-street,
Borough. Diseases given up by the faculty arenotunfrequently
cured by Mesmerism and receive Miss Mancell’s special atten
EL
the Mediumship of Lizzie Doten. A companion book to
tion. Patients attended at their homes, and clairvoyant sittings
Poems of the Inner Life; 7s. 6d. Spiritualist Newspaper
given by appointment.
Branch Office, London.

/CURATIVE

W

Resident Secretary.
Sllss Klslingbury, 88, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury,
London, W.C.

Airs. J. M. Spear, 2210, Mount Vernon-street, Philadelphia,U.S.A
J. II. GledstanesjEsq., 83i Orsett-terracc, Hyde-park, W.
Famuel Cliinnery.Esq., 2,Rue de Roeroi, Paris.
Rev. Samuel Watson,Memphis, Tennessee. U.S.A.
Luther Colby, Esq., 9, Montgomery-place, Boston, U.S.A.
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MESMERISM. — PROFESSOR

COLVILLE, Inspirational Medium,

ISS MANCELL,

"POEMS OF PROGRESS, given through

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN
SPIRITUALISM.
BY EUGENE CROWELL, M.D.
One of the best books published in connection with Modern
Spiritualism for many years, and a standard work on the
Eubjeet. Tho author has studied the facts and phenomena for
a lengthened, period, and deals iu an intelligent manner with
the problems and difficulties presented.
In two vols, prico 10s. Gd. each; postage 8d. per volume.
London: Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.

A STROLOGY, a popular sketch of Celestial

XX Philosophy in all its branches, by A. J. Pearce, author
of the Weather Guide - Book, &e. Price Is. London:
Berger, Newcastle-street, Strand.
Sent post free by the
author on receipt of twelve penny stamps; address, 3, Cedarsterrace, Lavender-hill, S.W.
“ This work is tbe best that has ever been printed to convey
to those unacquainted with Astrology, a plain, simple, and
easily understood idea of what it really is ; and before under
taking to learn anything about it by any of my own works, I
advise my readers to obtain and peruso this very excellent
little publication.”—ZAdktel,
NIB.—The author gives private instruction in Astrology.

M

M
5 p.m.

Spiritual Clairvoyant

RS. WOODFORDE, 90, Great Russellstreet, Bloomsbury, W.C. Daysand hours of business—
Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, from 12 to
For visits of friendship, from 8 to 10 p.m.

"OTHERE ARE TIIE DEAD ? or, SPIRIT»»
UALISM EXPLAINED.
Third Edition. Price 3s.

By Fredk. A. Binnov.

London:—Simpkin, Marshall

& Co.

APHAEL’S prophetic messenger,

K

ALMANAC and EPHEMERIS for 1878, containing
Predictions of the Weather and Mundane Events, Birthday
Notos, &c,, &c. Post free, 7d. ; with Ephemeris, Is. id.
Raphael’s Guide io Astrology, containing rules and infor
mation whereby any person may calculate and judge a
nativity. The most original and simple work on Astrology
ever published. Cloth, gilt, 3s. London : J. E. Catty 12
Ave Maria-lane, E.C.

Second edition, revised and enlarged, prico 2d.

PIRITUALISM IN

S

THE BIBLE COM

PARED WITH MODERN SPIRITUALISM. By F. J
This useful little pamphlet is intended to meet
a growing want among a large number of inquirers into Spirit
ualism. It consists of a carefully selected and eondensod
collection of instances of medial power and Spiritualistic phe
nomena as recorded in the Scriptures, and shows their analogy
SCIENCE, by Epes SArgent. This book, by an author
of considcrableability, gives a bird's-eye view of Modern Spiritto
 and connection with the manifestations now gaining such
great
power throughout the world, especially among so-called
ualism in its Phenomenal, Historical, and Religious aspects.
“ Modern Spiritualists.”—W. H. Harrison, 3S, Great RussellIt is one of the best works ever published to give general in
street.
Bloomsbury London, W.O.
formation on all branches of tho subject; 5s. Spiritualist
Newspaper Branch Office, London.
Theobald.

PLANCHETTE, OR THE DESPAIR OF

AKEN IN EXCHANGE, on Wednesday,

TO EVUE SPIRITE, Journal d’fetudes psycho-1LV logiqueg, fonde par Allan Kardce, appears on the 1st

,
I

of ' every month.

Anonyme, 7, Rue
M, deBassompierre, 285, Chaussee St. Pierre, Etterbeck, Brussels, 1 to
M, Leyruario.

Price, 1 franc.

Published by the SocUtd

de J-illQj Paris, Post-Office orders payable

T

evening, December 5, at the Soiree of the British.
National Association of Spiritualists, a gentleman’s hat, new,
with deep mourning band, and marked with a monogram
inside; maker, Truefltt. If the same is brought to 38, Great
Russell-street, the hat left in its place -will be given in
exchange,

%

4 %
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In the presence of Miss K. Cook a form appeal’s, which
on the one occasion we saw it had a face resembling that
of the medium.
The forms once presented through the mediumship of
Miss Showers, bore a strong resemblance to herself.
Mr. C. C. Massey and others can testify that at Miss
Lottie Fowler’s form seances, the faces strongly resembled
her own.
Mr. Olive told us that Mr. W. G. Haxby’s recent seances
at his house, the faces had some similarity to that of the
medium, but that some of them had beards.
Mrs. Fay’s spirit forms, as observed by Mr. Serjeant
Cox, ourselves, and others, resembled herself, and were
accompanied by undoubted evidence that the medium her
self was not presented.
The Blackburn Spiritualists are quite satisfied that Miss
Wood’s forms resemble the medium.
Thus it is well established that there is a class of mani
festations in which forms and faces, more or less the
duplicates in appearance of those of the medium, present
themselves to view, and that the intelligences animating
the forms claim to be spirits. These forms have living
flexible features, which are seen by all the observers, but
while they are visible, the medium is usually in a cabinet
out of sight ; on other occasions his body, transformed by
abnormal power, and released from the securest bonds, is,
presented to the gaze of the observers.

CLASSES OF FORM MANIFESTATIONS.
Observation sliows that there are two great classes of
form manifestations ; in the one class the forms appear
with living, flexible features, plainly visible to all the
observers, and in the others the features are rigid, or not
visible at all.
FORMS WITH FLEXIBLE FEATURES.

Sometimes when strong mediums, like Dr. Slade, are
sitting -wi^h their hands in full view, in broad daylight,
living hands and arms are thrust into view from some
position where shade prevails, usually from under a table.
These hands, when we saw them in Dr. Slade's case, were
apparently the duplicates of his own, like the invisible
hands which do the writing on his slates, for the said
writing generally bears a very strong resemblance to his
own, tending to show that it was executed by fingers and.
muscles like those of his own hand.
And this fact of the duplication of hands and forms has
been demonstrated in many ways during a long course of
years.
It was first well proved through the mediumship of
Florence Cook (Mrs. Corner) ; indeed, it was better and
more continuously tested in her case than in any other.
She frequently left her own home to present the phenomena
in the rooms and laboratories of men of science, and sub
mitted patiently to every test which they could devise. For
the last two years or so of her mediumship she scarcely
ever sat without being carefully secured with tapes, applied
by scientific and carefully considered methods by numbers
of responsible people ; the knots were sealed with signet
rings. The upshot of all this was to prove that in Bome cases
a separate form, bearing a strong resemblance to herself,
was materialised ; also that the power about her could free
her, like the Davenports and other mediums, from any
kind of bonds, and return her to the same.
The same phenomena took place with the Davenports,
for there are records that when lights have been suddenly
struck at their seances one of the Brothers has been seen
in duplicate.
It is the same with Mr. Eglinton. The materialised
form bears a strong resemblance to himself, as testified to
at the last meeting of the National Association of Spiritual
ists by Mr. Fitz-Gerald. Moreover, in one case it was the
medium himself, for Mr. Stainton-Moses recently recorded,
that, at Mrs. Makdougall Gregory’s, Mr. Eglinton became
covered with white drapery, and that when his entranced
figure stood before them there was no medium on the sofa
where he had been lying. Mr. A. B. Wallace and others
searched him thoroughly after one of his sittings, and no
white drapery was found upon him. Yet had the form
been seized, plenty would have been obtained, and this
shows how much injury might be done by rough “ investi
gators” to the reputation of an innocent medium, the
subject of abnormal phenomena understood neither by
himself nor the sitters.
The late Mr. Samuel Guppy once printed in these pages
how through the mediumship of his wife (now Mrs. Volckman) he had seen materialised faces strongly resembling
her own.
With Mr. Williams a form appears, with a face strongly
resembling his own in the lines of the eyes and nose,
when a close view of it is obtained in a good light. This
form has sometimes appeared under good test conditions
in an open circle with no cabinet, and while the medium
was held by both hands.
Mr. C. P. B. Alsop has often seen, in Mr. Herne’s pre
sence a form, the duplicate in features of that medium.

FORMS WITHOUT FLEXIBLE FEATURES.
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In another class of manifestations, the medium is in full
view, instead of in a cabinet, but the forms do not generally
as yet under these conditions, present flexible features,
with the life in them visible to all the observers.
Once, while Mr. Eglinton was held on both sides, at the
house of Mrs. Makdougall Gregory, a draped form, with
no features visible, rose from the floor behind him to a
height of about two feet six inches, then sank again.
Sometimes when Mrs. Yolckman has been similarly held,
not in her own home, a form has appeared in the same
way, without the presentation to the gaze of all the ob
servers, of flexible, living features.
In the presence of Miss Cook, in Signor Rondi’s studio,
a form appears while the medium is in full view ; but it
does not present living, flexible features.
Thus the established manifestations divide themselves
into two classes as yet—those with flexible, living features,
visible to all the sitters, and those without flexible, living
features, visible to all the sitters. We have patiently
watched for years for a living, flexible face in a good light,
which face bore no resemblance to that of the medium,
and was not produced on his or her own premises. Hitherto
this search has been prosecuted without success.
jrMr. A. R. Wallace and Mr. Crookes have witnessed a
great number of form manifestations, without once record- *
ing, that off the premises of the medium, they have seen
a living, flexible, materialised spirit-face, bearing no re
semblance to that of the sensitive. Neither has Mr. Varley
made any such record.
We have been present at seances, on the premises of
professional mediums, where perfectly honest and enthu
siastic sitters saw anything the spirits gave them a sug
gestion that they ought to see, accompanied by any objec
tive “ something ” which gave them a slight excuse for
seeing the thing desired. Also, on the premises of me
diums, ■who afterwards proved not to be trustworthy, we
have seen a few living faces, hearing no resemblance to
their own. But, sweeping these things away as “ not yet
proven,” one can but wait patiently for living, flexible
faces to make themselves visible to all the sitters at once,
off the premises of the medium, in a good light. .
•
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP SPIRITUALISTS.
During next year, 1818, the National Association of Spiritualists,
which has done such valuable work for the Spiritualistic movement, will
have no income except from the ordinary contributions of its members,
the “ three years' guarantee fund,” specially subscribed by various friends
to strengthen it during its infancy, having expired. The Association,
therefore, has an onerous task before it, notwithstanding its steady in
crease of new members, and has to set to work energetically and with
unanimity to increase its income. The only certain and legitimate way
to adequately achieve this result, is to undertake such good public
work for the benefit of Spiritualists at large, that they cannot help com
ing forward as one man to strengthen the hands of the workers, and
this is all the more necessary, because since the Slade trial no public
question in which Spiritualists take any interest, has been before the
Council. Yet plenty of work can be found to do.
Would it not be well, for instance, to officially call the attention of
the Secretary of State to the fact that if a charge of imposture is brought
against any medium in any Court of Law, no evidence whatever, even
though it be strong enough to hang all London, will prove the phe
nomena to be genuine, consequently, that the application of the public
funds to the prosecution of the innocent, is a grievous injustice ? Other
wise, after adverse steps have ' been taken by the Government in some
such future case, the Secretary of State may reasonably plead, “ I did
not know these things. Why did you not tell me ? ” And Spiritualists
may then also say to the Council, “ Yes, why did notyou—our professed
representatives—point out this grievance to the Government when you
were at leisure, and in times when all was quiet ? ”
An old Mrs. Tranter was, as once recorded by the late Mr. Guppy in
these pages, sentenced to five years' imprisonment, for pretending to
discover lost property, and the term of her sentence expires at about this
time ; whether she was an impostor or not we donot know; but as a scientific matter of fact, lost property has sometimes been discovered by clairvoyance, and the question whether Mrs. Tranter’s was or was not a case of
genuine seership was not raised at the trial. In truth, the ignorance and
prejudice against some psychological phenomena are such, that one has
but to prove them to be real to secure the condemnation of the accused.
Would it not be well to officially point out to the Secretary of State that
laws exist on the Statute Book which are a direct hindrance to scientific
research, and which punish innocent people for telling the truth?
Until official remonstrances about such matters are put into writing and
delivered to the representatives of the Government, the latter can always
justly plead that they erred in consequence of not having been properly
informed on the subject by Spiritualists. Clearly, the duty of giving
this information lies at the door of the National Association.
Then, again, mediums do not know exactly what to do, to shield
themselves from unjust prosecutions. If the Council, fortified by legal
advice, issued a circular telling them the nature of all the various
laws which might be used against them, and suggesting to them what
to do, they would feel that a friendly public body was looking after their
interests. The state of the law as regards mesmerists—who probably
are not secure from attacks from the medical profession—might be set
forth in the same circular, thereby aiding healing mediums and others,
and perhaps saving future heavy money outlay, by absolving the
Spiritual movement from any moral responsibility to go to the expense
and trouble of defending at law, any one of them who might disregard
the printed advice.
Whether the Association should take important public steps like
these, or others of more importance which its members may plan, or
should not do anything of the kind, would involve arguments on both
sides in which the public would take great interest, and which they
would not submit to have settled for them in private. Other, and per
haps better public work than the above could be suggested to the
Council by some of its members, but beyond all doubt the prestige of the
managing body requires to be increased by the members thereof be
ginning, after such a long rest, to deal with something of public interest.
A committee has been appointed to consider what work the Council
should undertake during the coming year, and what changes it had
better make, but these questions in which private members of the
National Association are so much interested, should be settled publicly
by the Council itself, and not be deputed to a committee sitting in
private. Or, if these great public matters are to be considered in private,
more of the chief public men on the Council should be on the
committee, such, for instance, as Mr. Massey, Mr. Calder, Mr. StaintonMoses, and Dr. Wyld, whose public work over the Slade case has
earned for them the strong appreciation of all Spiritualists, and who have
considerable capacity for inaugurating broad and valuable measures.
If the Council does right to give to others the power of considering its
own great public questions in private, it ought at all events to put plenty
of representative men on the committee. One of the first things the
present committee has done has been in opposition to a recent unanimous
decision of the Council—to recommend an increase of the expenses of
the Association for three months, at the rate of say £25 a year (we do
not know the exact amount) for printing and posting an enlarged
monthly agenda. This may be a very good step to take when the
Association has funds for the purpose, or when difficulties in the way of
getting publicity shall be such that more than nine or ten persons feel
an interest in the existence or otherwise of the agenda, but at present
there is every reason why the Association should economise its funds.
The same committee recommended what may prove to be a very good
step if the Council is slow and careful in selecting fitting representatives,
namely, the appointing of local secretaries in the provinces. In point
of law, we presume that all debts a local secretary might contract in the
name of the Association, the Association would be bound to pay, which
is one reason for being careful in the selection of such new officers.
The temporary abolition of the agenda would economise, say, £25 a
year. At least £50 a year ought to be gained by asking increased

amounts from those well-to-do people who enrolled their names as
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members at the minimum subscription of the few shillings a year,
authorised only for the benefit of members who could not afford to pay
more. The economy of those who took unnecessary advantage of the
lowest rate of subscription, must have been disheartening to those who
paid heavily to make good deficiencies. Morning Sunday services would
possibly be remunerative from resulting voluntary subscriptions, if the
discourses were of sufficiently good quality to attract most of the
Spiritualists who every Sunday morning are now to be found at the church
of Mr. Haweis. Would Dr. Maurice Davies, the Rev. Stainton-Moses,
and others of like calibre, take part in Sunday morning discourses and
services, if invited ? An occasional trance speaker might also be
heard. If suitable speakers can be found, and if one half the proceeds
were devoted to payment for the use of the rooms of the British
National Association of Spiritualists, 'and the other half to trance or any
other speakers who could not be expected to officiate in an honorary
capacity, the plan might perhaps work. Attention to these three
matters of detail may perhaps bring in £100 during the year, but the
chief claim of the National Association upon the movement must rest
upon its doing good public work, and permitting scarcely any future
agenda to go out, without a notice of motion upon it bearing upon some
great public question of interest to Spiritualists at large. It has been
disheartening to read the petty notices of motion about petty things
placed on record during the year 1877, while great work for a great
movement lay almost untouched.
And if those new motions which are of public interest were to be
brought on at the beginning of Council meetings, instead of at the end
when the members are tired, it would be an advantage. The hurrying
of the red-tape and small routine work afterwards, would be a benefit
rather than otherwise, and would give no time for petty disputes about
petty things. Above all, it is desirable that all should work together
in: harmony, and that those who hereafter originate discord, or
grasp at positions to which they have not been invited, shall not be
tolerated by anybody.
There is another point of view from which the delegation to the new
committee of the duties proper to the Council may be regarded. In a
short _time each retiring member of the Council will have to go to his
constituents for re-election, and may then meet the response,—“Why
do you claim to be supported ? During the whole year we do not know
how you have voted over disputed questions, because you and your col
leagues have never recorded or published the votes given at any one of
your divisions. The Council has not this year taken up any public
question, so we do not know what jmur actions would be in relation to
any matter of public interest; and when matters connected with the
existence of the Association in which we are interested, inevitably
cropped up, the Council abrogated its proper privileges and duties by
referring those vital questions to a committee sitting in private, and did
not even take the trouble to put on the committee several public men
whomjwe sent to the Council, and who had proved their efficiency in wellfought battles, such, for instance, as the Slade case. As some of your
most important business has been done in private, and as you have never
recorded the votes at divisions, how are we to know what are your claims
for re-election ? ” The Rev. Mr. Whitear once published a letter in
these pages, complaining that he, as a private member, did not know how
his representatives were voting at Council meetings.
Some of the permanent committees of the National Association of
Spiritualists are doing excellent public work. The Research Committee,
for instance, is trying experiments in relation to psychology, and is
managing the interesting series of Monday evening meetings. The
Seance Committee also does work which greatly interests the public.
The actions of both these committees bring in new members to the
Association. The Library Committee will probably begin to show signs
of life now that Mr. Stainton-Moses, Mr. Greene, and others have been
added to it. It ought to inaugurate some useful movement in connection
with the foreign literature of Spiritualism, which would enable the
Council to ask Spiritualists in foreign countries to join the Association
as ordinary paying members.
To sum up the points broached in this and another article about the
National Association in this number of The Spiritualist, we think :—
A. That the future welfare of the National Association of Spiritualists
depends upon the Council at once beginning useful public work, of deep
interest to all Spiritualists.
B. That its welfare depends to some, but to a much smaller, extent,
upon attending to matters of detail connected with its interior manage
ment.
C. That the committee newly appointed, is considering vital questions
which ought to be publicly debated and publicly voted upon at Council
meetings ; that it is performing duties which properly belong to the
Council and not to a committee, and that it ought to be abolished.
D. That in the event of the Council resolving that some of its own
greatest public duties shall be performed by a committee sitting in
private, a great many of its most efficient public men should be added
to the committee. The facts that, after a month's deliberation, the com
mittee did not recommend the Council to begin any interesting public
work, and that it did recommend an increase in the expenses, show that
it requires new blood.
E. That the Correspondence Committee is a wholly unconstitutional
body, entrusted with the private exercise of functions of an “un
English” nature, and that its abolition would be of advantage to every
body.
_ F. That there should be a more regular attendance at Council meet
ings, of those professional and other members, who by legal or other
training understand the principles of constitutional government.
In the hope that what is good in the above suggestions will be acted
upon, and that what is bad will be rej'ected, we close by remarking how
greatly the public are indebted to the members of that Council who
have so freely for some years given their time and energies to the estab

lishing of the excellent institution in Great Bussell-street.
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AND

*
SOUL.

BY GEORGE HARRIS, LL.D., F.S.A.

The supposition that man is endowed with a spiritual as well as a
material body, which serves as a sort of substratum for the soul to
exist or reside in, and which was held by some of the old divines and
metaphysicians during the early ages, arises from the consciousness of
a necessity for some medium of real existence for the soul, and from the
conviction that a being wholly immaterial cannot subsist by itself. But
surely it is at once more satisfactory and rational to concede to the soul
a real existence, than to deny it such an existence, and yet to endeavour
to atone for such a deficiency by annexing another being to it. Whether,
therefore, we grant to man a spiritual body, denying that the soul itself
has any sort of material existence, or whether we conclude that the soul
itself consists in a sort of spiritual essence, such as some suppose
annexed to the soul as its spiritual body, does not appear to be a matter
of very essential importance. On the whole, nevertheless, there seems
to me neither warrant nor necessity for supposing the existence of
such a spiritual body in our present state; although we may conclude
that after the resurrection, as indeed the Scriptures expressly assure us,
such frames will be annexed to our souls instead of the gross material
frames they now inhabit. But if our material bodies are then to be
rendered spiritual, what will become of our already acquired spiritual
bodies ? We shall then possess two spiritual bodies of the same nature,
which seems unreasonable. I conclude, therefore, that what is called
the spiritual body, is but in reality the substance of the soul; and that
what is by those contending for a spiritual body during our condition
in this life, believed to be the soul, consists in reality only, either in
certain of the qualities, or in certain operations of this being, which
they would thus reduce to a mere abstract nonentity.
Another important question may here be raised as to the nature of
these two beings, spirit and soul, which is whether they are in any case
separable and divisible one from another, as the body and soul are, or
whether they are always and necessarily united. If they are ever on
any occasion separable, then are they two distinct and independent
beings, and the one may act and exist wholly independent of the other.
But if, as will no doubt be contended by all who maintain that there is
a spirit as well as a soul within us, they are absolutely united and
inseparable—the soul never acting except through the agency of the
spirit—in that case I maintain, with the utmost confidence, that there
is necessarily only one being within us ; that the soul is merely the
material substance or substratum of the spirit; and that the spirit is
but the active property of the soul.
Although we know not of the existence of the soul or spirit by sight,
as even our own eyes we are unable to see ;+ nor by corporeal feeling,
although it is by the soul alone that we really feel, because to feeling as
well as to sight it is too refined to be palpable ; we are, nevertheless,
convinced of the actual existence of our souls through the medium of
consciousness, which is, as it were, tbe self-perception of the soul, and by
which we have as satisfactory an assurance of its real existence, as of
that of our material frames by touch or sight. It is, nevertheless, pos
sible that spirits might not only be existent, but about us, although they
are invisible to us, J even supposing them to be material, which would
be the case if their substance was of a very fine transparency, greater
than that of water, or crystal, or the air, or certain gases ; or if they
were intangible, like the substance of certain fluids, as in the case of
electricity, which have at the same time great power. In a celestial
atmosphere, which we may infer to be specially adapted for celestial and
spiritual beings, spirits may not only be visible to each other, but to
spiritualised bodies also, and their energies and capacities may be then
vastly extended. Visibility and tangibility are, nevertheless, by no
means essential qualities even to all material substances, and cannot
consequently be necessary in the constitution of spirits. The wind and
many gases of the most powerful kind, as also electricity and magnetism,
we cau neither see nor touch.
The spiritual constitution of man is, moreover, probably in many
respects strictly analogous to his material, and that in a variety of
ways. ||
The soul, or spirit, has been erroneously stated by some physiologists
to be the mere action of the brain and nervous system.§ As contrary
to reason is it to assert that a man who guides and conducts a ship is
the mere action of the ship. The brain and the nervous system may,
however, be made to act without the mind, which must therefore be an
independent principle of itself. And if it be objected, as an insuper
able difficulty to the existence of soul or spirit, that, although we are
aware of consciousness, we are utterly unable to conceive of soul,
surely there is a still greater difficulty in believing in consciousness,
without supposing the existence of soul also.
Of the several branches of knowledge which the mind of man is
capacitated to embrace, those which concern its own nature and being,
and the nature and being of existences of the same order with our
souls—invisible, immortal, and spiritual—are of the highest and most
transcendent description to which we can aspire. Of the real existence
of spiritual beings we are, moreover, as well assured as we are of the
existence of those which are material. That beings of this nature are
of different orders and degrees, we are also convinced. And so far as
we are able either to obtain information, or to reason upon the subject,
tlie variety of spiritual existences is quite as extensive as is that of
material beings.H Probably, indeed, it is much greater, and may be of
* From A Philosophical Treatise on the Nature aud Constitution of Man, by George
Harris, LL.D., F.S.A. London: Bell and Sons; 1876.
t Mr. Wake well observes that positive science allows the existence of matter in so atten
uated a condition, that it can be known only by the effects of its motion ; and that the mere
non-perceptibility of spirit is no proof of its non-existence.—Chapters on Man, p. 293.
t Dr. Henry More contends that tlie existence of apparitions affords an undeniable argu
ment for that of spirits or incorporeal substances.—Immortality of the Soul, p. 90.
|| Malebranche says that the inclinations of spirits seem to be in the spiritual world
what the motions of bodies are in the material.—Search after Truth, b. iv., c. i., s. 1.
J Smee’s Instinct and Peason, pp. 12,16, 218.
IT Locke appears to have been impressed with the notion that there’are “numberless’’
orders of beings( both above and below us.—Essay on the Understanding, h. iii, c. vi., s, 14,
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ail extent absolutely infinite. Indeed, to every animated material being
some spiritual existence may be supposed to be annexed. In addition
to which there are doubtless numerous spiritual existences, wholly inde
pendent of, and unconnected with, any material being or frame. If we
only bear in mind, in the lower ranks of creation, even in the insect
world, how many different species there are of animated beings, each
endowed with its separate independent order of instinctive intelligence,
we cannot but conclude that tbe diversities of spiritual beings or"exist
ences, having relation to this order alone, must be at least equally
numerous with those orders. We must consider also what varieties of
animals there are throughout each order of creation in a corresponding
manner ; whence it is but reasonable to conclude that the several kinds
of spiritual existence correspond with those of animal creation, and
are as numerous and as extensive. How vast, and indeed almost
infinite, then, must be the variety of spiritual existences when taken
together through all their orders I
It may, moreover, not unreasonably be inferred not only that there
is, in many important and even essential respects, a strict analogy
between the soul and the body; but that as different animated frames are
endowed with various organs of several kinds, each respectively adapted
for the particular purposes they are specially intended to serve—some
being extensively, and in a very complicated manner in this respect
constituted, and others having but very little and very simple organisa
tion : so, among souls and spiritual beings, some may be gifted with
many and various faculties and capacities, while others have but very
few, and certain of them scarcely any faculties or capacities whatever,
but merely powers or endowments of a lower kind, not even intelligent
in their nature. And this variation may exist, not only among different
species of souls and spirits, but also to a large extent among different
souls and spirits of the same species.
If we proceed to take a survey of the universe at large, we must first
look up to God as the Supreme Head of it, both as its Author and as
the Being of highest perfection throughout the system. Then follow
different orders of purely spiritual intelligences, of which there must
be presumed to be as many, varying as much one from another in their
endowments and nature, as there are different kinds of animals in our
world. Next to these exalted beings comes man—a compound of them
and of animal nature ; and after man succeed the several orders of
animals, commencing with those most nearly allied to him, and
gradually descending in the scale until we reach those who in their
constitution appear to be nearly verging on vegetation. The vegetable
creation follows the animal, commencing with that kind which is most
allied to the latter, and descending in the scale until we verge on mere
mineral creations. Last in the order, these and other inert and lifeless
productions, close the magnificent array of the Creator’s works.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA.
Mons, Vautier, of Caen, recounts the following in the Itevue
Spirite (Paris) :—•
“Dining with some retired officers, our conversation turned upon
M. Thiers, who, I said, now lives under another form. ‘ This is rank
Spiritualism,’ said one of my companions. True ; and I will add some
facts in keeping with this faith. One of my friends had made a will
in favour of her husband; but reflecting that, in case of her death, her
property would all pass to a family of strangers, she wished to revoke
it, aud desired her husband to give it up ; but he absolutely refused.
The house, the furniture, everything was searched for it, but to no
purpose. Eight days later, when asleep a voice came to her and dis
tinctly said : ‘ You have searched a long time for the paper that has
caused your quarrels ; open the cartridge box and in the bottom of it
you will find the testament.’ It was there found and at once put into
the fire.
“ ‘Now let me relate,’ said one of the captains. ‘ My wife was once
chloroformed, and began speaking English with a British accent. The
doctor asked if she were English. Greatly astonished myself, I
declared that she did not know a word of that language, and had never
been in England. I could not comprehend it, and still seek a solution.’
‘ The spiritual doctrine,’ I replied, ‘ explains it. In another existence
Mme. X. was English.’ . . . The doctrine of a plurality of existences .
was declared to be full of good sense.
“Subsequently, as we strolled along the shore, admiring the
grandeur of the sea, I related the following: ‘During the siege of
Rome in 1848, Iliad for a comrade a sub-officer of my regiment to whom
I was much attached. One morning I found him walking outside of
our tent with a face pale and haggard. Asking the cause, he said :
‘Within three days I shall be dead.’ ‘You have been dreaming,’ I
replied. ‘ No, it is not a dream,’ he added, ‘ for my poor mother has
distinctly told me this morning : ‘ Prepare yourself, my child ; within
three days you will be with us. Have courage, and God will reward
you.’ ’’ I employed all the means I could to distract his attention from
the subject. ‘ Friend,’ he replied, “ I thank you for your good heart;
but it is of no avail.’ Three days afterward the cannon roared, and
we placed together tirailleurs on the platform of a house, did our duty.
The explosion of an obus broke the leg of my comrade. That night
from loss of blood he passed away. He had. told the doctor of the
uselessness of his efforts, and crossing his hands upon his breast, the
brave young man died without a murmur.”—Dr. Ditsonin the “ Banner
of Light.

The recent correspondence on Astrology in these pages does not
appear to have demonstrated that there is much truth in that ancient
art. One of the predictions about the war was not fulfilled, and the
fulfilment of the other might have been coincidence. Correspondents
would do well to keep to the main point—whether there is truth in it—
before dealing with its methods,
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CHRISTIAN POSITIVISM AS A GUIDE IN MORALS.
*
BY THE HEY. C. MAURICE DAVrES, D.D.

Next to the advantage of not being unduly elated by
success is the faculty of being able to utilise failure; and
I hope that we who have met here the last few Wednesdays
may show ourselves to be possessed of the latter. There
is no question that the plan I formed has failed utterly.
On the first occasion when I lectured here the benches
were pretty well empty, through insufficient notice having
been given—at least, so I flattered myself then. On the
second, Miss Kislingbury offered a counter-attraction, and
I could not, of course, complain. Last week my notices
were all out in good time. I scattered them far and wide,
devoting a good deal of time, and a great many postage
stamps to the work. Not only did Spiritualists not come,
but they did not even with one consent make excuse.
Of course, therefore, this will be the last occasion on
which I shall ask you to meet me as heretofore. I have
not by any means given up my plan, far from it; but I shall
carry it out even more quietly than I had at first intended.
I shall issue no more collective invitations, and publish no
record of results. I am, I confess, a little surprised,
because some of the people who have been conspicuous
by their absence were continually urging me to organise
something of the sort. I do so. I get a hall, generously
lent me by one gentleman, and a lady kindly comes, at
personal inconvenience, to aid the musical portion of our
plan; and really the only response I get (with the one or
two exceptions alluded to before, and the few who have
supported me here) is from a certain lady who says she
does not care about the religious aspect of Spiritualism,
but likes to hear Joey squeak. I have not a word to
utter against Joey; and can only say, “ Every one to their
taste.”
It may not be irrelevant to add that the outside world
has been somewhat more responsive than the inner circle.
One gentleman, a provincial journalist, and a perfect
stranger to myself, who read the report of my lecture in
the Spiritualist, wrote to me, “I cannot help telling you
that I am more pleased with youi
*
new idea and definition
—“Christian Positivism”—than any other that I have
yet met with, assuming, as it does, to cover a long-tortured
but ever-fascinating subject to the intellectual circle. I
should like to see your fine essay scattered, snowflake
fashion, among the clergy of all faiths. Such men as
yourself give the question a religious emphasis, and good
people pause to listen to your evidence.”
“ Do they?”
Last week I spoke of the effect which that system we have
been calling Christian Positivism might be expected to have
on previous belief, and we came to the conclusion that it was
likely to be eminently conservative, or, at all events, the
reverse of destructive. It might be expected to tighten a
person’s grip on the broad facts of Christianity without of
necessity interfering with any views he may have on the
subject of Church government or matters of that kind in
the particular communion to which he might belong. It
would make him at once catholic (in the best sense of the
word) by making him eclectic. We hoped that we had
removed a prevalent objection, in so far as we established
that point, because some people say—Did it not shake
your Christian faith when you took up with these new
fangled notions ? On the contrary, it tightened our hold
upon it. For faith it substituted knowledge. Theology
became an inductive science. But it at least led you away
from your church or your chapel, if it did not shake your
creed ? The very reverse. It led us to discern a substratum
of truth in all denominations, while it did away with the
foolish ambition of finding an ecclesiastical Utopia any
where.
So far all might have been satisfactory. Some people
are content to be “ perplexed in faith but pure in deeds'’
How about the morality of the matter? That is our
present subject.
Speaking parsonically, the question narrows itself to
this, and assumes the familiar form of a sermon, text and
all. If a person believes that communion exists between
* A lecture delivered at 249, Oxford-street, London. Wi-h reference to the opening
remarks, wo think that very few Spiritualists knew that -Dr. Davies was delivering these
addresses.— d
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the unseen world and this world of sense and sight; that
the beloved ones gone before can and do communicate
now as they did during the great forty days centuries ago ;
if we believe that, in this sense, the grace of God has ap
peared, will that be likely to prevent men from living soberly,
righteously, and godly in this present world ? or. will it
have an opposite effect ? or will it, on the other hand (as
our experiences here might seem to suggest), have no effect
at all, but simply leave people just where they were before?
Of course, we who hold the doctrines we have summarised
as Christian Positivism believe that this proved closeness
of the spiritual world does help a person to live soberly,
to do his duty to himself, to live righteously, to do his duty
to his neighbour, and to live godly; to do, as far as man
may do, his duty to God. There is nothing, at all events,
very immoral in this. We feel, in fact, that we have—not,
perhaps, found out a new sanction for moral or religious
duty—but very much deepened those which already existed
by putting into its due prominence—from which it had
unaccountably retired into the background—that article
in the Apostles’ Creed, “I believe in the communion of
saints.” What saints ? What communion ? Well, just
that communion and fellowship with our own household
saints which we claim to have established on clear induc
tive evidence, and after patient observation and experi
ment.
1. Taking those three spheres of Christian duty, I vrould
suggest that you should ask yourselves what would be the
effect upon each of a growing consciousness that the land
where our beloved ones are resting “ afterlife’s fitful fever”
is not (as we once deemed, a land that is very far off: that
they are not very far off, but close by us, and able to com
municate with us, and—still more, perhaps—to see us as
we are, and to influence us and help us to be better than
we are.
We may take as a foregone conclusion, that we do—■
we, at least, who are in earnest on this subject—want to be
better than we are. We want, in the words of Faber’s
exquisite hymn) “to sin no more.” We want to be as
pure on earth as those on that bright shore.
Now, in the matter of this inner purity, lying, as it
does, at the very basis of all morals, would it be calculated
to make a person less pure if, under the conditions of
Christian Positivism—after prayer, that is, and all the
other adjuncts of devotion, he sat down to spend, by an
act of deliberate volition, “ an hour’s communion with the
dead ?” Of circles held under other conditions I say
nothing. Who am I that I should judge ? All I ask is—
What, if wc argue on the grounds of ordinary experience,
■would be likely to be the effect if a person so fortified with
prayer and devotion sat down and felt that he was in more
than commonly close communion with some beloved one
gone before to that land where all are pure ? Could such
a person fail to be, for the time being, at all events, pure
himself? And is not that really all we can hope to do in
a state of things where we are surrounded with low or bad
influences, to seize such exceptional opportunities as this,
and ever and anon be better and purer than at ordinary
times ? Is not this the meaning of our church-going or
our chapel-going ? Is not this the effect of Sunday on the
rest of the week ? And surely the effect of such communion
is not lessened upon us when it takes what we may call a
domestic aspect—when, instead of a fellowship with those
who are so far above us in the ranks of spiritual existence,
it is, we believe, the touch of a vanished hand and the
sound of a voice that is still, which form the connecting
links for us between this world and the unseen.
That is a phase of the matter which I commend to your
earnest attention—the way in which a realisation of the
closeness between the natural and the spiritual worlds
would act in the way of fostering inward purity; making
a man live “ soberly ”; giving him power over self, over
thought, word, and deed—a sphere in which, as we know,
we are mostly so powerless, and in which the attainment
of anything like power is the best, result of that selfknowledge set down as the highest wisdom of all.
For myself, I cannot believe that the conviction a dead
parent, or a lost child, or a departed friend, was standing
close by, would be likely to make a person’s thoughts im~
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pure. On the contrary, I think that such a basis for a
person’s duty to himself would be likely to prove more
solid than even the assurance that our sins caused grief to
God’s Holy Spirit, or made angels sorrow as our repentance
makes them joy. Christ spoke not only of angels, but of
those “in the presence of the angels of God,” who joyed
over the repenting sinner. Who are those in presence of
angels, think we, but those very ones in fellowship and
communion with whom we, as Christian Positivists, feel
our belief clearly proved ?
II. But next, as to the social duties of life, would this
belief teach a person to live righteously as well as soberly
—to do his duty to his neighbour as well as to himself ?
Might not the tendency be to shut a man up in himself—
to make him visionary ? Might it not tend to foster religious
selfishness? Just as some people’s charity not only begins
but ends, at home, so some people’s religion has what we
may call an insulating effect on them. Would not this
danger be likely to accrue from the possession of such an
exceptional privilege as you are supposing ? We protest,
of course, against that word “ exceptional ”—the privilege
we assume is certainly not exceptional. Its first marked fea
ture is that it lies open to everybody. It is, before all else,
a catholic faith. The next feature in point of importance
certainly is that it does draw out (as we said) into pro
minence that' one word—communion. How mean we ?
Why the earliest fact which is brought home to our con
sciousness is, that those whom the world calls dead, are
not only not dead, but not even sleeping. Quite the
reverse.
In place of that old orthodox torpidity which (when any
thing at all w’as predicated) was always assumed of the
departed, it puts unwearied activity, incessant and intense
anxiety to communicate, to influence, to console. Your
experience has shown you this. Let the co iditions be
only, so far as you can make them, favourable, and there
is no dearth of evidence that they who have passed “ to
where, beyond these voices, there is peace,” do not avail
themselves of the power they no doubt possess simply to
enjoy that peace themselves. No : their wish is to com
fort those who mourn, to steady them in the ways of
goodness ; to assure them of God’s mercy, as opposed to
prevalent ideas of God’s mere power. They do not 'work
by. fear, but by love. They do not instil ideas of exclu
siveness, but of comprehension. Surely they teach us to
go and do likewise. The moral of every such communica
tion must be, “When thou art converted, strengthen thy
brethren.”
Comparisons are odious, we know, and there is no need
to institute them, or, at all events, unduly to dwell upon
them. But is not this a danger incidental to many excel
lent schemes of morality that they lack this cohesive
force ?
Pharisaism is, in one word, the special danger of the
moralist. “Stand by, for I am holier than thou,” is the
tacit principle of many a man who would be a very good
one if he could get that one disintegrating force out of his
moral nature. He lives purely, but he does not live
righteously. He can talk with the tongue of an angel—
but he lacks charity, the very bond of peace and of all
virtue. What else but this is the cause of our caste
system in society ? Class is set against class. Rich and
poor stand aloof from one another as in the days of Dives
and Lazarus. The stronger sex ousts the weaker from
many spheres where woman’s weakness is far superior to
man’s strength. Magdalene might never have stood by
Christ’s cross or W’atched at His grave. He might never
have said to the sinful woman, “ Neither do I condemn
thee. Go and sin no more.” Society is merciless as the
code of Draco to anything in the shape of scandal.
Supposing that were the principle acted upon by those
who have clearly got one step nearer to God than we
—however far they may be from Him still—should we ever
realise any communion and fellowship at all ? Is not the
best teaching that of example ? Is there any other teach
ing at all which tells, in morals ? If they hold communion
with us—they in their pure world beyond, with us who
are such as we know ourselves to be—and yet betray no
consciousness of stooping, who are we that we should
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hold ourselves aloof from any? Do they not beautifully
repeat the object-lesson Christ taught when He worked
among the publicans and the harlots?
Suppose—as we are supposing—that a person lives in
the full persuasion (grounded, like belief in a scientific
fact on sufficient evidence) that he is living in constant
close communion with those who have gone before, and
that he can at any moment prove such communion by
positive appeal to sight or sense, could such a man bo
harsh, and unkind, and intolerant ? If he did so, it must
certainly be in spite of his creed, not as a deduction from
it.
.If your lost parent, your buried child, your departed
friend, can, as you believe, see you through and through—
see all your swervings, even from your own standard of
purity, your poor, impotent efforts to hold yourself in
check, you will know, and the conviction will grow upon
you daily and hourly, and it will develop in this way—you
will say how dare I be angry with that little child ? How
dare I expect a poor ignorant servant to understand things
as I do ? Or, on the other side—from the point of view of
Lazarus instead of Dives—why should I be hard on that
rich man, that starched official, that rigid disciplinarian ?
Why do I not put myself in his place, and ask what the
inevitable tendencies of his position must be ?
In one word, sympathy is the cardinal virtue that is in
stilled into us, again by example, not by precept, directly
we realise the fact how on the horizon of this world the
seen and the unseen meet. Once understand how much
those who loved us best must have to excuse in us, every
day and hour of our common life, and there will be no
need to put the ungracious question, “How oft shall my
brother sin against me and I forgive him—until seven
times ? ”
III. But lastly (for I wish my farewell words to be few
to-night) many good persons at this point may say, I grant
your premises, but I deny your conclusions. Such arguments
as you are using are applicable to bring a man to Christ, or
to lead him to seek the aid of God’s Holy Spirit, and that
would be sufficient. That we concede, of course. But what
we do not concede, is that the recognition of this inter
mediate agency would at all lessen the force of Christ’s
example, or diminish a man’s sense of the need of the
Divine Spirit. Quite the contrary again. It would teach
him, not only to live soberly, not only to live righteously,
but also to live godly in this present world. Our church
recognises the ministration of angels. Belief in the com
munion of saints stands, as we have seen, a clause in the
apostle’s creed. If the angels, in their gradual hierarchies,
if the saints whose names blazon our calendars do not trench
upon the honour of their Master, or lead us to depreciate the
aid of the Holy Spirit, why should this be the case when the
angel is one who was once for us an angel in the house, or
the saint not one whose name is written in the calendar, but
written on the fleshy table of our hearts, consecrated in
Christmas memories, canonised in loving recollections ?
Do we not see that here, as in other cases we have cited,
it is really no new system we are inculcating, but only the
extension of the old. The tendency of such a system is to
make our religion not from life a thing apart, but to bring it
down to the level of everyday life ; and I ask you from your
own experience, and as a matter of fact (Christian Positivism
deals with experiences and facts), is not that the missing
link with most of us ? Our faith is too external to us. It is
not bound up with our being as other belief—not technically
termed faith—is, the beliefs on which we act instinctively in
the affairs of life. Make this religious belief like other
belief; make it a matter of experiment, and observation,
and evidence. Then the same characteristics may be expected
to apply to it. Can we do so ? We say you can. But we
ask you above all else, not to take that assurance upon trust.
Prove it for yourselves. Faith at second hand is no faith at
all. Faith at first hand is hardly to be discerned from
knowledge.
That was the way, recollect, in which this matter came to
me twenty years ago. “ It may make men believe in God.”
That is the way I have been continually catechised ever
since I even looked at the phenomena in question. Does not
the thing tend to impurity ? Only by perversion ; only as
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The sitting lasted an hour and a half, and was full of
the devil can quote Scripture for his'purpose; only as fire
variety and incident. Those present who had some experience,
is a good servant but a bad master. If you plunge recklessly
pronounced jt one of the most satisfactory they had attended;
into associations of which you may not guess the dangers—if
while others, who witnessed the phenomena for the first time,
you rush in where angels fear to tread, if you do not hedge
expressed themselvas as fully satisfied of the existence of a
round this communion with all the safeguards you possess,
power external to the medium.
—if, in one word, you do not treat it as a high and holy
'
Wm. Newton, F.R.G.S.,
thing, then, of course, one cannot answer for consequences. L
Supposing these conditions observed, then certainly the
■ Member of the Stance Committee in Charge.
tendency is to promote purity not the reverse. Would it not
degenerate into sectarianism, and cut you off from your
THE SECRETARYSHIP OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
church? Why so? There is simply nothing exclusive or
OF SPIRITUALISTS.
sectarian in the matter at all. It teaches duty to God and
Some time ago we pointed out in these pages that in two classes of
love to man. It teaches the very words we shall now so soon ( public organisations each has its own class of secretaryship. In the
hear read in church at Christmas, and which I am conscious j one a competent secretary is selected and entrusted with all the usual
duties of the post, as with Professor Huxley at the Royal Society; in the
have served to night as text for a veritable sermon, “ that (( other
every fragment of authority is taken away from the secretary,
denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly,
whose duties are then performed with delay by various committees,
righteously, and godly in this present world, looking for that
thus reducing the secretary’s work'merely to the posting of letters and
blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God ( the making of entries in books, so that the office becomes one which
and our Saviour Jesus Christ,” which shall ensue when we j nobody of good standing can accept. The latter class of organisations
are inferior to the first, and less influential in their nature and conput off this corruptible body; and, passing to the other side ( stituent elements. The office of secretary to the British National Asso
of the communion of saints—so to say—see as we are seen,
ciation of Spiritualists was originally formed on the higher model, and
when the first step in its deterioration was taken, by giving to a Corre
and know as we are known, grasping at once by intuition,
spondence Committee a portion of the proper duties of the secretary,
the great fact towards which we can only grope by the light
j attention was called to the act in these pages. The results of that
God has given us, among the mists and darkness that
i action are still in force. At the present day if any letter from any
shroud this valley of the shadow.
(| private member of the National Association of Spiritualists is addressed
| to the Council, the Correspondence Committee examines it, and decides
whether the Council shall be made acquainted with its contents or
not. That committee consists of four gentlemen, one of whom is
frequently abroad, and it is a committee which ought to have no ex( istence in an organised body with a good constitution and efficient
officers. Another step towards the deterioration of the secretaryship
was proposed at the last Council meeting, when it was suggested that
the secretary should not as heretofore perform the literary work of draw
ing up the monthly agenda for publication, but that a gentleman
(who. was named with or without his previous consent) should be
appointed to help her. We do not know whether this was done at her
j request, and because of a complaint of hers that she could not do the
I work, or whether the suggestion was made without consultation with
her. at all, in which case, giving her an unasked colleague, without
I setting forth any public grounds for so doing, was not nice. But,
> whether the suggestion was made with or without her consent, our point
, is, that the proposal is another step in the degradation of the office of
i secretary, tending to bring it to such a level that at last only some
very ordinary clerk will take the place, and it is quite certain that the
, great body of the members of the National Association of Spiritualists
' do not want the office so lowered that they can no longer offer it to any
body whose name or abilities would confer lustre on the body at large.
, Fortunately, by the rules a month’s notice must be given before any
important downward resolution like this can be attempted to be passed,
so that the Council will have full time to consider whether it is a step
desirable to be taken, or otherwise; also, to consider who among the
men of ability whose names occur not unfrequently in the list of mem
bers of the Council, would be generally recognised by the members of
the National Association of Spiritualists as the most competent literary
man for the new office. The selection of the right man is a matter for
I very careful deliberation. In the lower class of organisations, where
people inexperienced in public life have torn away every vestige of autho
rity, every symbol of honour, and every mark of confidence from their
secretary, a nonchalant clerk is found on the premises, where the
members would prefer to meet somebody who could talk to them on
the subject in which they are chiefly interested. When bills have to be
paid, or any business transacted, it is never expeditiously performed;
the nominal and helpless secretary says, “You must wait till Mr. A. or
B. comes, or for the meeting of such and such a committee three weeks
hence ; ” the caller then departs, regretting his wasted time, and wishing
that a respectable secretary represented the people with whom he was
dealing. An organisation of this class—to the level of which it is to be
hoped that the National Association of Spiritualists will never fall—is no
honour to its secretary, and the secretary is no honour to the organi
sation. The reverse of this is the case with Professor Huxley and the
Royal Society, where the example is practically set on both sides of
“ in honour preferring one another.” We have watched the working of
both kinds of organisations, therefore feel it to be a duty to call attention
to each downward step suggested to the Council of the National Associa
tion of Spiritualists—for the degradation is always effected by steps—
so that if the bottom of the ladder shall at last be reached by the
organisation, that result will not have been achieved, without public
attention having been called to each act of descent, in time to stop it, if
the Council so desire, and, in so doing, our responsibility to the public
ends.
We have addressed no letter to the Council for a very long time, for
the simple reason that it is not a pleasant thing to have a letter perused
in private by persons to whom it is not addressed, and who decide
whether it shall or shall not be allowed to reach its destination. No
doubt others of the outside public will feel the same. Moreover, members
of the Committee might have strong personal views about the contents
of letters from the public, and in consequence of possessing an advantage
over their fellow-members on the Council, through gleaning the contents
of communications beforehand, they might have time to formulate a
sufficiently strong and unconsciously biassed ex parte version of the ideas
i contained in the letters, to influence the Council to deal with them in a
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THE BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
SPIRITUALISTS.
SEANCES

FOR

OF

INQUIRERS.

Wednesday the 12th inst., the usual weekly seance of
enquirers was held at the rooms of the British National
Association of Spiritualists, 38, Great Russell-street, London,
the circle consisting of twelve, including the medium, Mr.
Eglinton. At no period was the room in darkness; even
when the gas was lowered there was sufficient glow from a
fire to enable those nearest the cabinet to see what was going
on. It was a very harmonious circle, and the best possible
feeling prevailed. The medium’s sleeves were sewn at the
elbows and cuffs behind his back, and his wrists were tightly
knotted together with strong tape; he was then placed in
the usual position partly within the cabinet, with his knees
protruding, and even before the operation of pinning the
curtain in front had been completed, the voice of “ Joey”
was heard speaking to him. “ Joey ” now objected to the
insufficiency of the test applied, observing that the elbows
had been tacked together so slightly that it was almost
impossible to prevent the thread from being broken; and at
his request stronger measures were adopted, and the medium
replaced. The first manifestation (for which “ Joey ” apolo
gised) was the very familiar sound accompanying the vigorous
use of a pocket-handkerchief, which was repeated during the
sitting, the medium having previously complained to us of
having cold in the head.
Mr. Eglinton’s ring was thrown out of the cabinet, and
the strings of the Oxford chimes were twanged while the
instrument lay upon his knees; nothing, however, visibly
touched the strings, and “ Joey” explained that he was able,
through the curtain, to project sufficient power from his
materialised hand, which he repeatedly showed, and which I
felt on three occasions. A musical box weighing twenty
eight pounds was taken into the cabinet from the medium’s
knees, and was set going, and stopped at the request of the
sitters; also the chimes, which appeared to move freely
about the cabinet. One of the sitters was Mr. C. E.
Williams, the medium, and some of the articles on the table
at the other end of the room being seen and heard to move.
Joey being appealed to as to who was responsible for this,
replied, “ Why, it’s Peter.” One of the sitters was allowed
to enter the cabinet, and, while testifying that Mr. Eglinton’s
hands remained in statu quo, the materialised hand made its
appearance to the sitters.
It should be observed that, in consequence of the laughter
and merriment which prevailed, in which the medium joined,
one of the fastenings round the medium became broken,
which Joey discovered, and having demanded some tape, he
tied up the medium in a remarkably effective manner, as
was visible when the knots, &c., were inspected at the con
clusion of the seance.
On
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wrong 'dieactinn. Tha committee nnt only decides what written intelliganca intended for the Council shall reach its destination, but not aline
can be put in tha monthly agenda without its consent; so it also complataly governs the outward flow of intelligence from tha Council to tha
members. It is as irresponsible as a Star Chamber, for, although it has
been at work for one or two years, it, so far as we, can remember, has
' never given in a single report setting forth what ' work it has dona, nor
has it bean asked to do so. If it should continue to exist, a good name
for it in future would ba “ The ^llaading-of-lrttres-IlOt-addressrd-to-itUommittaa.” Letters addressed 'by the public or by members to tha
secretary are most of them overhauled by this committee. . Many will
ask how a committee with such unconstitutional powers ever came into
existence. Through tha mistakes of two parsons. The secretary, by
an act of indiscretion, wasted much of tha time of tha Council by
reading a long and objectionable rigmarole of a latter, which ought
not to have been read, but should have been laid on the
■ tabla, and merely reported upon ; tha Council could than have ordered
it to ba read in full if it chose. A mambar prasant, naturally enough,
but with too' little consideration, suggested that thenceforth a committea
should examine tha correspondence, and prevent tha time of the Council
being so wasted for the future; and tha committee has since been axarcising in private, complete control of tha flow of documentary and
printed knowledge to and fromtha Council. Tha proper remedy was to
have told the secretary to thenceforth perform tha duties of tha office
more efficiently, or-------- . Onthemoiion of Mss-Makdougall-Gregory,
Mr. Algarnon Joy will probably at the next Council meeting ba re
appointed honorary secretary, to the general satisfaction of everybody.
As the secretary will have the power to ask his aid about difficult
matters, and, in addition, to seek tha advice of the chairman, if
necessary, there is surely no necessity to waste the valuable time and
energy of tha members of an unconstitutional committee in tha further
performance of their present work. Their powers can be liberated for
utilisation in some more useful and legitimate direction; and as tha
work of all tha members of the committee is generously given freely to
tha public, it will be as advantageous to them as to the public interests,
if they are sat free to attend to more urgent matters.

I would strongly urge all Spiritualists who dissent from
or misunderstand my views, to read at least the first
volume of Madame Blavatsky’s book. They will find it
an almost inexhaustible mine of facts and thoughts illus
trating the statement that ' man is a spirit, and as such
has, if worthy, dominion over matter.
In conclusion I must again remind my readers that I do
not say that all spiritual phenomena are produced by our
own spirits, but that, as spirits of the living, we have
identical powers with spirits of the departed. The fact,
however, is, that our spirit, when entranced, is a departed
spirit.
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THE TRANSPORTATION OF DRAPERY.
BY SIR CHARLES ISHAM, BART.

regard to spirit clothing, I never heard “ Lenore”
speak with such assurance as when she on one occasion told
me that her dress was not spiritual. She said it was brought
to her by the spirit “ Florence,” but where it came from she
did not know ; it might have been taken from Miss Showers’
wardrobe, but she had not seen anything like it there. She,
however, repeated in the same emphatic manner that it was
“ not spiritual.” One would have supposed that she would
have wished it to be thought of spiritual origin, whether it
was or was not so.
With
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MAN AS A. SPIRIT.
BY GEORGE WYLD, M.D.

the last number of The Spiritualist there are several
criticisms on my paper, to which I will attempt briefly to
reply.
_ .
First, Mr. White is “puzzled to account for my statement
that Swedenborg tells us that spirits can summon to their
presence any simulacrum desired.” On reading Mr. White’s
notice of my paper, I thought it better not to write to him,
but to give myself the satisfaction of calling on him and
further explaining my views. In the course of a short but
interesting conversation, we appeared to find our views
much in accord. Swedenborg does not express his views
in the exact language which I employed in the above quo
tation, but generally his doctrine is, “ Spirits surround
themselves by the forms of their affections, mental, organic,
and inorganic,” and this, I still hold, justifies me in using
the form of words I employed.
I hope I succeeded in convincing Mr. White that my
views are not “ paradoxical,” and that he is perhaps in
error in supposing that “ Dr. Wyld is wiser than he
knows.”
The title of Mr. White’s letter should, I think, not have
been “ Spiritualism without spirits,” but “ without foreign
spirits.”
In my paper I narrated how Mr. Everett informed me
that he was ignorant of how the handcuffs were removed
from his wrists, as he, the moment they were removed, felt ■
himself entranced.
Mr. Whatley, .in reply to this, advises me to visit Messrs.
Hamly, 231, High Holborn, who for one guinea will show
how it is done. I took Mr. Whatley’s advice, so far as
visiting Messrs. Hamly, but did not part with my guinea,
as Messrs. Hamly explained to me that they could release
themselves from ordinary police handcuffs, but they seemed
scarcely prepared to release themselves from handcuffs
specially manufactured, and locked with a patent key.
However,. I think the Experimental Committee of the
British National Association might with advantage expend
one guinea in the prosecution of this subject.
The paper. in your last number, signed T. J., seems to
me a very interesting confirmation of my views as to
spirits presenting us with copies pretending to be originals.
Our best artists are sometimes deceived by copies of
their own works; how much more easily can the spiritual
actor or artist deceive, it may be, partially biologised
In
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On Thursday evening next, the 3rd January, Mr. J. J. Morse will
address a meeting of tha Dalston Association of Inquirers into Spirit
ualism, at their rooms, 53, Sigdoniroad, Dalstonilane, Hackney Downs,
E., when a large number of his fallow members and friends is cordially
invited to attend. Chair to ba taken at 8.15 p.m. prompt.
Mr. W. J. Colville will deliver trance addresses at 429, Oxford
street, next Sunday at 11 a.m. and 3.15 p.m., and a third at 15, St.
Petar’siroad, Mile End, London, at 7 p.m. Next Tuesday, at 8 p.m:,
he will give a “Naw Year's Address ” in the trance, at 38, Great
Russellistraet. He gratefully acknowledges tha receipt of J'1 from
Colonel Earle towards the expenses of his meetings.
The new volume of The Spiritualist begins next weak, and tha
subscription for 1878 is 10s. lOd. post free to any part of the United
Kingdom; orders to he addressed to the London branch office. Thera
is already a considerable increase in tha orders for the United States
during the coming year, and we send the new subscribers there the
present number in addition, in order that they may sea more of the
discussion on form manifestations now in full force.
Seances on the Premises of Mediums.—In America the movement
has suffered severely through Spiritualists endorsing phenomena pre
sented on tba premises of mediums, without first quietly waiting for
tha occurrence of the phenomena through the sama mediums on tha
premises of disintarastad people. In consequence of this carelessness,
tha Blisses (who had also genuine powers) recently perpetrated great
frauds in Philadelphia for a long time, and gave the movement a ter
rible blow. By the last mail comes news of tha exposure of a Mrs.

Spiritualists.
I Bennett, who gave seances at a house in Tramontistraet, Boston, in a
■: front and back deawinglenom separated by folding doors, and who let
into her cabinet from upstairs through a previously locked side door, a
substantial haalthyllnoaing female ghost, weighing “ about one hundred
and sixty pounds.” Fortunately, in this case the exposure was made
by Spiritualists. The details are printed in full in the Boston Herald
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MR. J. SIMMONS ON DR. WYLD’S THEORY.
BY C.

C. MASSEY.

Though agreeing myself, generally, with the views ad
vanced by Dr. Wyld and Miss Kislingbury, I think it may
be interesting to your readers to see some remarks on the
other side of the question, from one of the most intelligent
Spiritualists it has been my fortune to know—I mean my
friend Mr. J. Simmons, tlie agent or associate of Dr. Slade.
I quote the following from letters I have recently received
from this gentleman.
“ I must say that, during all the years in which I have
been engaged in the investigation and promulgation of
Spiritualism, things are constantly being advanced which I
am unable to accept (comprehend, may better express it).
One of these theories is the possibility of one’s own spirit,
or the spirit of the medium, producing phenomena of which
the medium may or may not be conscious. I cannot assent
to this proposition for many reasons. I will only give you a
few of them. As far back as 1851 or 52 I became developed
as a medium for answering questions, &c., through the tilting of the table. This very question of my own spirit taking
part in and assisting the movements forced itself upon my
mind so strongly, that my scepticism was keenly aroused,
There being no one to whom I could appeal, I kept my
thoughts to myself, and continued my observations as quietly
as the circumstances would permit. What first began to
raise doubts in my mind was, that when a question was
asked verbally, I could many times have given a correct
verbal answer instantly; and then in waiting for the same
answer to be given through the tilting of the table—as it was
sure to follow—I fancied that I unconsciously moved the
table. Often, to reassure myself that I did not, I would ask
for the movement to be changed in such a manner as to pre
clude the possibility of my having anything to do with it;
which T am happy to say was always accorded me. I may
add, that mental questions were responded to as readily as if
spoken. Tn mentioning this to Dr. Gray, the intimate friend
of Judge Edmonds, only a few years ago, he answered me
by saying that what had caused doubt with me, was the
strongest evidence of the influence of spirits. His theory
was, that on a question being asked, the answer was imme
diately formed and projected from the spirit addressed”
(I suppose Mr. Simmons means the spirit present, the ques
tions being, as I understand, addressed to himself); “that
I being the medium through which the influence passed, my
own mind or spirit caught the impression, and I could have
answered the question inspirationally as well.”
Upon this it may be remarked, that the necessity of resort
ing to Dr. Gray’s theory depends much upon the nature of
the questions, and whether they could have been answered
by thought-reading.
“ During the summer and autumn of 1860 I furnished a
home for a very remarkable medium. Tie was then prac
tising with good success as a clairvoyant physician. If
possible, he was more unlearned than myself. His controls,
however, were able to defend themselves in discussing the
causes and treatment of diseases with an able physician
and surgeon, a neighbour of mine, to which discussions it
was interesting to listen. This young man always carried
a pencil and paper in his pocket. He would often be
entranced when walking alone, or in company, along the
country roads. On coming out of the trance, he would
immediately feel in his pocket, where he would find written
on the paper what he was required to do. Sometimes lie
would be directed where to go and find a certain root, plant,
or flower, and having obtained them, how to preserve or
prepare them for future use. At one time his stock of
medicines became quite reduced. He passed into the trance,
and gave me the names of a long list of articles, and the
quantity of each which he required. The list was sent to
Detroit, and in a few days the goods were received. I am
quite sure that I was unacquainted with their names and
properties; the same may also be said of him. If this was
his unconscious spirit, I can only say he did the young man
great injustice by keeping himself in the background, and
allowing the youngster to plod his way through life as he
did.
“ I am quite satisfied that what I have said about my case
is often applicable to Slade, when questions are answered on
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the slate. He, being much more sensitive, often hears the
answer spoken. This hearing often comes when sitting
quietly; he will tell me what is being said to him, which I
have every reason to believe, because so many times has it
been verified. Again I say, if Slade’s unconscious spirit
possesses all the ability that it sometimes manifested through
him, I think it high time that he should assume the indi
viduality, and allow the conscious Slade to retire for the
balance of his earthly life, at least.”
The same may be said of the exalted powers evinced in
certain mesmeric states. The powers of the human spirit are
like a heritage, of which the permanent enjoyment is deferred.
Nothing is better established than that the normal con
sciousness does not exhaust or exhibit either the knowledge or
the power that is latent in us. In a later letter, Mr. Simmon’s
says :—
_“A few words about Miss Kislingbury’s experiments in
will-power with Watkins. That, by interposing our will,
we may, and often do, give shape to the intelligent commu-'
nications, I admit, but there we stop. What moves the
pencil? In regard to the independent writing, I think the
will of the medium, and of that of any other person, would
affect the manifestations. In all such experiments we see a
direct violation of necessary conditions, viz., passweness on
the part of both medium and sitters. One would hardly claim
that either Miss Kislingbury or Watkins was passive on the
occasion to which she refers. What was the result ? the
individual spirit who moved the pencil, finding, on meeting
with these opposing or cross currents which interfered to
prevent his doing what he otherwise might, is compelled to
fall in with one or the other, and in that groove he has no
difficulty in moving the pencil in accordance with their will.
Here is one of the greatest drawbacks in the investigation of
the subject. So few persons are able to sit down and bring
the mind to a passive condition. May not this explain why
committees seldom obtain any remarkable phenomena com
pared to what takes place in private circles, where confidence
is established, and all are satisfied to wait for what may
come ? Every member of a committee feels it incumbent on
him or her to observe strictly every move that is made, in
order to be able to give intelligent reports, therefore it follows
that not one of them is passive mentally. On some occasions,
in order to overcome these forces of will, the influences have
found it necessary to entrance Slade during the time the
writing was taking place.”
Would it not be more to the purpose if they entranced
the sitters, whose active wills contribute the disturbance ?
“ In that condition they seem to be able to increase their
power, so as to overcome the obstacles that otherwise pre
vented their writing.”
These obstacles must be in the mind of the medium. This
is rather a confirmation of Dr. Wyld’s view, for otherwise the
writing could be produced as well under disturbed conditions,
although what is written would be affected. Is it. not that
the spirit or soul force of the medium must be active for the
production of the phenomenon, and for this purpose its
activity must not be drawn down and exhausted in the
conscious sphere ?
“ On Slade’s return to consciousness, he is much reduced
in vitality, and we have to resort to stimulants to prevent
entire prostration, which sometimes, however, is unavoid
able.”
This is not, I believe, in accordance with mesmeric expe
rience.
As it is now nearly certain that the duplicated limbs of
the medium are instrumental in many physical phenomena,
little difficulty need be felt in accepting the view that the
pencil is so moved. And as we find the most intimate con
nection between the course of physical phenomena, and the
wishes, habits, and expectation of the medium, we are almost
driven to put the two things together, and thus to account
for the great majority of phenomena familiar to investigators.
And many more are drawn into the same category, which,
from the nature of the intelligence shown, seem at first
inconsistent with it, by the recorded observations of the
mesmeric state, from which it appears that “ thought-read
ing” is not confined to the present context of consciousness,
but extends to past and forgotten impressions, stamped
upon, or floating around the psychic element, or, as the
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occultists have' it, the “astral light.” What remains.is
knowledge displayed which has never been in the mind
during its earthly experience ; and as to this I certainly
cannot accept as satisfactory Dr. Wyld’s suggestion that
the unconscious 'spirit has sources of knowledge other than
those afforded it by the conscious experience of the person
to whom it is attached, or of those en rapport with him.
It is certainly possible that the spirit is informed by other
spirits, and thus it is possible to remove the agency of the
latter, but hardly altogether to dispense with it.
FORM MANIFESTATIONS.—THE OPINIONS OF A
REINCARNATIONIST.
BY ENRICO BONDI.

Since Miss Cook’s return to London, after spending a few weeks at
Parkfield, near Manchester, as the guest of Mr. Charles Blackburn,
I have again had the opportunity of regularly attending the seances
for the development of her powers, which seem beyond doubt to be
increasing daily.
The first seance was held on the 23rd of October. No visitors but
myself were in attendance, as it is Mr. Blackburn’s desire to keep these
seances private, at least for the present, with the view of allowing the
spirits to develope the medium’s powers as far as possible without the
interference of those ignorant curiosity-hunters, who go to seances, not
with the desire of gaining knowledge on the subject, but simply to
pass an hour, and to laugh and scoff at what their brains cannot yet
understand and receive.
I think that every earnest investigator ought to praise Mr. O.
Blackburn for so doing, because long years of experience have taught
many Spiritualists that even old believers in the spiritual phenomena
cannot at once understand, receive, and appreciate, the grand mani
festations known as form materialisations. Not a few go to seances,
not with the view of observing and studying (as every one ought to
do) even the most particular and minute facts which occur, but they
go simply from curiosity to “ see spirits ; ” and when their desire has
been gratified, and they have found, as sometimes is the case, a re
semblance between the medium and the materialised form, such as
that -which often exists between sisters, their verdict is given at once
by saying, “ It cannot be a spirit, consequently it must be the medium ;
nay, it is the medium himself.”
Such persons do not observe many incidents which happen during
the seances, and would have been more than sufficient to convince and
persuade any one that the materialised form is not the medium, hut
another person, quite distinct in feature, in manners, and in height.
These objectors are, generally speaking, Spiritualists or non-Spiritualists who attend seances with prejudices, and not with the view
of investigating and carefully examining these wonderful mani
festations.
Since I began investigating these phenomena with Miss Katie S.
Cook, I have had the honour of receiving in my studio twice the
Prince G----- ; the Baron and Baroness Adelma Ven Vay (Countess
Wurmbrandl, a well-known author of several works on Spiritualism ;
Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, the eminent naturalist, and a few other per
sonages of distinction ; and I am happy to state that these expressed
themselves very much pleased, and highly satisfied with the form
manifestations they have seen through the mediumship of the young
lady ; so also did Colonel Rogers.
The Prince G----- , who is an old investigator, and who carefully
examined every minute thing which occurred during the seance, before
leaving my studio, asked me if I had noticed a particular fact. I
replied that I had noticed it several times previously. “ Well,” said
he, “ that fact alone ought to be sufficient to convince investigators
and sceptics if they pay the least attention at the seance,” “ Yes,”
said I, “ but how many do attend seances for the purpose of investi
gating the phenomena ? ” Very few indeed, as the majority of Spirit
ualistic seances are now held for amusement, and for passing an idle
hour.
On another occasion, also at a seance with this wonderful medium,
the spirit Lillie stepped forward, wearing a long, beautiful white robe,
and Mr. Alfred R. Wallace asked to be permitted to touch and feel
her daeee. Lillie at once granted his request, and, having done so, he
remarked that a large box would be necessary to pack away all the white
drapery in which the spirit was clothed, and that he had never
seen a spirit before with such a powerful gaslight as we had that
evening,
Mr. Wallace and I also examined quite closely the features of the
spirit, and found nothing of the medium’s likeness; but some who
have attended thought that there was a likeness. This proves with
out doubt that every one sees nature with different eyes. This must
necessarily be the case, otherwise the Hottentot and the uneducated
classes would be able to enjoy the beauties of grand works of art—such
as Greek statuary, the works of Michael Angelo, and the grand
“ Transfiguration” ofR^^lfatlle—when we well know that they have not
the power. However, I fully hope, ere long, to be able to take the
likeness of this good and highly intelligent spirit, as I have done of
another, and to show the difference between the two.
It is indeed a melancholy consideration that Spiritualism, whose
direct tendency is to promote the happiness of mankind in the present
life, as well as in the life to come, and which so effectually answers
the design of its Author, whenever it is well understood and sincerely
believed, should, through the ignorance and bigotry of some, the
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superstition and ambition of others, be kept back from its full develop
ment.
Priests teach, us to believe that in bygone ages angels descended
from heaven to declare peace between man and his Maker ; but now
they forbid us, not only ■ to believe that the same angels called by us
“ spirits ” can come as they did in former times, but from the pulpit,
and with unseemly rage, they preach against the doctrine of spirit
communion now so prevalent throughout the civilised world. They
prohibit us from having anything to do with it, as if the spirits who
descend now to teach 'and prepare us for the future life were not the
same angels as in ancient times, but demons.
But, if the opposera of spiritual facts were priests only, we could
soon find the motive and solve the problem of their so doing. It is
more surprising, however, that some men of science do their utmost to
cast dark shadows over these wonderful manifestations of spirit power
now witnessed constantly by millions in every part of the world. They
do their utmost to discredit Spiritualism, both as a doctrine and as a
science ; nevertheless, it seems that experience, and the exercise of
reason enlightened by the spiritual philosophy (for Spiritualism claims
a philosophy apart from its phenomena), have already cured a great
many.
Spiritualism is indeed a new philosophy, but with a vast literature
which for variety of thought has no parallel whatever; and if those
who denounce Spiritualism, and treat those who believe in the pheno
mena as suffering from an epidemic delusion, had perused a few
among the hundreds of volumes already published, they would have in
sooth shown themselves in a better light and less magna ignorantia
on a subject of which they’ know nothing.
However, some have already publicly acknowledged the reality of
the modern spiritual manifestations, and that communion with the de
parted ones enlightens the mind with respect to doctrines ; also that
it teaches us how to die, and to fear not when the period arrives for
the spirit to leave the body ; that it helps us to quit the mortal form
in peace and tranquillity, and to enter with full confidence into that
unseen realm where so many generations have preceded us. It teaches
us that death is not the termination of human existence, but a change
into a new life, in which we continue without interruption the long and
indefinite chain of work begun in countless lives ere we inhabitated
this planet of ours.
These constant and inevitable transformations during successive
lives our spirit is compelled to undergo for its benefit, and we
shall progress until we reach such a high state of development
that we shall be able to understand the Infinite Ruling Power
of love and wisdom, whence everything emanates, and unto which
everything will return, but in a better, higher, and purer state. This
state can alone be attained through incarnation in a material
body. At “death” we but leave one scene of action, kindred,
friends, and acquaintances, to enter upon another scene, there to meet
again relatives and friends and to enter into other ties. When the
chain is broken on this side, we shall find it united on the other, and
we shall then bend our faculties to the unfoldment of a future eternal
life, for in that life we must progress.
The advocates of reincarnation meet with many objectors. When
speaking with a friend of mine a few days ago, who is a learned Doctor
of Medicine, he asked me if I should like, after leaving this sphere, to
come back again. In answer to his question, I asked him if he likes
at night when he is called for, to get up and go out to visit patients ?
He replied that he did not. “But,” I asked, “ do you go?” “Oh
yes, I do.” “And why?” said ' I. “Because my professional duties
compel me to do so.” “ In like manner,” I replied, “ if it is the wish
of Divine Providence that I should come here again to enable me to
progress to that state of development indispensable to entering into
another sphere, higher and better than this, in sooth I cannot under
stand why I should refuse to obey the orders of the great and holy
Spirit who only knows from what motive He has sent us. I ask, could
we refuse to obey Him ? ”
Therefore, if I have a lesson to learn for my own benefit, if I have
work to do that no one can do for me, I am firmly convinced that I
must do it to rise one step more in the long scale of knowledge and
wisdom, the top of which, however, we shall never reach. The sins
committed by us cannot possibly be washed away by others, conse
quently we must purge them out of ourselves.
What matters it in which room we study and learn the lesson ?
Duty compels me, consequently I am bound to obey. Undoubtedly, if
I were allowed to choose my own work, and the place for doing it, I
should not select this planet again, as I really do not think I should
have selected it this time had the choice been left to myself. But
again, I ask, can we do our own will?
I now leave this very important and interesting subject to better
pens than mine, that it maj' be clearly explained to unbelievers, and
to those who not only cannot yet understand, but feel a reluctance to
think of it. I hope such writers will prove that the doctrine of re
incarnation is not, as some have styled it, a “ contemptible and
abominable, and a doctrine of devils,” but, on the contrary, a doctrine
leading us to live a better and purer life. The letters from my learned
friend, Signor Damiani, and many other atlncarnationlsts, printed in
The Spiritualist, are now read by many with great eagerness, and no
doubt ultimately will do great good, since the teachings are taltulattd
to give a peace to humanity which no other doctrines have succeeded
in conferring yet.
So much for the philosophy, now for some of the facts. I do not,
however, trouble myself if some of my readers scorn the doctrine as
well as the phenomena, remembering that a great many such scoffers
are daily joining our circles, and seriously investigating what they had
not long ago proclaimed to be imposture and delusion. Now they
begin to admit that there is “something in it,” and ere long they’ will
equally acknowledge that there is more than “ something,” but a
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great deal ” in it. I now close with a record of the seances, remem
she told me to call the medium out. I did so. Miss Cook woke up
bering the old adage, Magna est veritas ab pravalebitpin.0 trusting, to
and came out, resting'herself against the door. Lillie - returned at once,
its full and ultimate victory.
'•
and remained conversing with usv .1 saw her going near' 'the window
Since I recorded- my last seance with Miss Cook in this 'periodical,
at the back of the room, and opened the blind a little more. I then
fdo apartment- has been altered, so I think it aidvisable'to state that
asked if she could show' us the'' promised child. Lillie ordered the
the medium now sits in the- back parlour, divided fropa the front by
medium to sit again. The -curtain ‘remained.’ partially open.’■ A few
folding doors ; one of these is shut, and a curtain put up to cover the '
minutes afterwards Mis8’ Cook screamed'out that something was ’ pull
other. Miss Cook sits in a - low- chair, a- yard or so from the front door.
ing her dress. I looked inside, and. saw Lillie standing- near 'the feet of
I always lock the door leading to the passage, before the seance' com
Miss Cook. I told ’ her to be . quiet, as she might spoil the expected
mences. The windows of both front and back rooms are closed with
new manifestation.
.•
•
■
.
ordinary Venetian blinds. One evening the circle consisted of Mrs.
A few minutes elapsed, when Miss- Cook again called my attention
Cook, Miss. Edith' Cook, and .myself. We took our seats at eight
to something moving near her. I- asked what i£ was she replied that
o'clock. The spirit Lillie spoke immediately, and, after a conversation
she thought it was a child. I sat down on the floor, and called the
of a quarter of an hour, she asked me to go inside, and to hold the
dear one to come near to me and show herself; she did so several
medium's hands. I did so, and remained about twenty minutes ; then
times; but with the face covered. I asked her to touch my hand,
. she asked me to leave. Accordingly, I left the medium and took my
which she did. The little fingers were well formed, pretty warm, and
seat ; but, on turning my head towards the curtains, to my utter as
rather fleshy. I then asked her to put her hand flat over my right
tonishment I saw Lillie standing close to them looking at me. I asked
hand, tatit seemed that shh (lid not like tc do Sin. I told Lillte thot
her several questions, which were answered in the most eloquent lir
*
t wanted inh copi^rimc^nt foe the p^kedsw oI siema ths lenoM of hat
guage ever heard from this spirit. She spoke at length upon form
tand. Wiiiis t pole do 0ir, and sit' do th cenomjilied with my request
materialisations, and described how she materialised ; the modus
From til” lengtli “s ahd hand, as m-i^t0 sis from hhe stoluru o, Mr tvi1d.
operand!, however, differs entirely from that suggested by several in
I mhouM say tho tvo.t about three tears of kgo. y fhon budgod L'flite ti
vestigators, viz., the Rev. Stainton-Moses, the Rev. Thomas Colley,
shew heluttf1 Mo medium( ash rLo uiw dcao one. Miou Cota go' up
and many- other distinguished writers. I received on this occasion
aid er enod th' c utiains a Utile mote. w Mat we cpu.1 o to her ata
many important particulars on the subject, never told before, which
Ltita. A few minutes sttn-waiVs Amy tome m frond oa Mm. CooIs,
details I hope to be able to give in full in another article which it is
Mbit Echth Ctta, and myeel0,
aH teuohod and tali Un little
my inteution to write.
hitaS' anil iow Oko thtst figinos toguthon as ^huliy aw pos able. Miss
I then asked the spirit if she could give us some new phenomena,
Feng bsil,ll ratdek tisoil, Lihfe tad hen to o.i ; eta dtd co, hnc 0so
and I suggested two. Lillie, after having consulted her spirit guides,
Iptth romIinhd swinking to me for s white, and then giytd me to
told me that the first proposed could not be produced that evening, the
soHow lour. I insladtuy got op end et'orod ota romn, but sho hup
atmosphere being against that kind of physical manifestation ; but that
drdiehed.
she would try the second one. “ Follow me, then, and take the
If Ohest aee triehe1 is ill tittiu dhn gen/ the hhmomedt cMplani the
medium out,” she said. I immediately rose and followed her ; but
way- of dothg Mom ? Id nt I am ngd goiig to costotentt bel to nariate
before I was near the medium the spirit had vanished. I awoke and
fotas. Mios Conk was oittiiiu on Oho chair pl a leap trtlnnl. I rss
took Miss Cook out; she rested against the folding door with the
mataed slonUtno tor a few minutes, tiim weat sil round Un noneo,
curtains partially opened. I took my seat half a yard from the door,
ant I locket imdp^neatti the tabte. I tooid sin noUting alive tn tin
near Mrs. and Miss Edith Cook. In a few minutes the spirit made her
room but the mehthm. I Oeft ’he room, lid woo uoO seated, cso Ho
appearance from behind the medium ; her face, however, was covered
spinis opened the curtains, asking me how did I like the last experi
with a veil. Sitting, as I have said, close by and facing the door, with
ment. Li'tte 'hen cetiied, ■n■OlthShg o s good d1ght.
a good light coming ' through the back window, I could clearly per
A' tho nso' s<iin^s^’ I ut d amain an oapootunlth ct .tseinb the milium
ceive every movement of the spirit in going and coming several times,
niyndinn iy tho folhiug soart wOtish the .spiriifoum was eeun^^i^d behind
and moving about the room. Miss Cook was then perfectly couscious,
ger. Tire fenn earnu. tttilei wiM tite foe e pin'lly uncoveonh, buo CSpeaking to us and to Lillie at the same time.
whote ao marbte. Thu tpimi iiblte to mel andorctereO the medium SO
After this experiment, Lillie asked me to hold the medium's hands
ad gown, yut tide ngstdint nemotned ogem sn a now thlutite.t h m
and speak to her, to prevent her from going to sleep. I did so,
sAnte dotn to tlie medium1’ foe1, and Me Utttt Amy mooing mar td.0
and while standing close to her, with her hands in mine, and con
mohtuop Mitt 0^itth upoke to broth iyiihos aod St me al Un same nme.
versing, I clearly saw the white form evolving near the medium, and
MAs Chok tiien atke0 j..1;.^, ih she imo'0’ see thy fees 0f Amy. ’• Yue,
coming forward, with her face partly uncovered, and as white as
yarn crni ” LlUte ti tostlf ui'llci1 Me white drunsfy away from uho
marble. I then asked the spirit to allow me to feel one of the feet.
ctilld’i focef so thal Mass CookhoiS the oppte1unllu' of tyeing it, . idtas.
At once she consented. I left the medium's hands, and knelt down ;
fot t msmeil^, a. it teems tlta tiie 'toe waa ncOyot able to Cea, Uigho.
the spirit then put her foot on my right hand ; it was rather cold.
'W^^d Liiite1s pecitucuKnu Miss nIor hfte0 tip tliocit1fdt and seated Cerf
Wishing to try another experiment, I asked the spirit to rest herself:
self on tho diano C thun hbo0 '1100 to 'he in'tinm, ar^cl sat on td0
upon my hand, which I put flat on the floor, close to the medium's
Moor, I ^^-i^ Mmo Cook exhmibe SKs huhti hando, aid fovl. ito .ICIO.
boots. The spirit had no boots, and she rested upon my right hand
nas ptcfesttn foamed bul no'heavy. After n white.the slinpta gway as
with considerable weight.
loicldy as poLhlble ata dif apullooed; Thus lermmated thia wotaerfat
After this, I again held the medium's hands a considerable time,
chance.
Lillie remained close to the medium, but gradually sank down to the
Al the onx' one sho spirit 'oiild no' hutrnbce the medum^. Liiite
floor, leaving only a little piece of white drapery visible. She again
ashed me to gn auC ithib botii thtmsdium’' e’an0tc I d'd to ; but Mita
gradually grew up to the height of three or four inches above the
hJooknecemc very ri'tihtn tot kIbt foo a long timu tnoviv g light and
medium's head. This experiment she repeated several times. When
teoo I askih nitlte Of tilt medium wiic unweld “ 00'/’ th e rophed,
speaking now and then to the materialised spirit, I noticed that her
“ ise is qultt well.” b unit Liliii that A muieW tell very tirol, ata thi
voice was much lower than when the medium was in the trance state.
I ui^i^llt no' hold the modtum’s (lands much houges. ’■ Hove pattencm,
On the following Friday (26th) the same phenomena were repro
Ma Rondi; I am trying a new experiment; consequently, 1 want you
duced, but more clearly than at the previous seance. While Miss
to nnoido tite medium,'' ’alii yh^^oi A tniv minutes nftorwnrds Mlis:’
Cook was standing, resting herself against the folding door, Lillie told the
“oet. became o alm and traneum. anh went into a dee, t'snce. Liilits
medium to s;t down ; Miss Cook moved away and sat, but the spirit re
from taOlul the meU1um1t head, tnopknd rn e o-toy 1111'11, o^r^it -aid Umt 0
mained by the open curtain, speaking to us. I then asked her if she could
ctul d go, Sot rnillt sif mar tide window ut tin front ooom. M’’s E,
sit down before us, as I had several questions to ask her. A chair was
C ook snd mywolf wen t cOoLe to SGi window' Tho roim was
close to the door, in the front room ; I had myself placed it in such a
lightud, by olio bl'ids ueing “rotiy eytned. We remo.imi thus
position that Miss Cook conld rest her hands upon it. Lillie stepped
about ten m iucteei then O^iiso CeiC tn cront, with Lihi“ cloou
forward, took the chair, and sat down as a lady would do, and so re
behthh hen, steyo^u. forwi^od in front of Mi uiirtain. I beues
mained conversing and answering all questions, put by Mr. Cook, Mrs.
Ciem to go O' “Ic “liant. Miis Coo kput linrriuht arm iincd Liilte’s
Cook, and myself, for more than a quarter of an hour. Afterwards I
^oM add walyen di tie midd'e ot the oooml end thus stood fo“ a
requested her, as a favour, to show us some materialised hair, as she
wtao oonvoeslM wkli us. “dHte rsOd. “The .tower Oteatling,. vw
had done once before. Lillie rose, closed the curtains, and in a few
motol retive.” I notn^t^d that Lithe was throoorfourinehee tafteh ttan
minutes returned in front, her head uncovered, but with a quantity of
hook i but gradnolly ant ppi^d^pti bOy oho y auW howto Cm the hetdet
hair falling down. In a few minutes, while she was standing quite
mb about twenim inches s then ihe hoen up ftgain.' 'nd tath neUros,
close to me, it grew four or five inches longer. She asked me
walhtog daekwaods ’0'0 Ota aadinnt, to nemofn tliere a dem min uteo o^iid
to feel it. I grasped a large bunch, which I fouud soft and very
idon cemoouO again iu foont oi Um ehsitlns. Ame suen foOu^wed lhey't
silky. .
md sturd wtose to the meiivm’s
with tie head covered, buO al
As she had long promised to bring us a child, one evening I asked if
fhleroate with befh hands Lie umoverod her faef, which wno of to
she could do so' then. Lillie answered, “I will try.” She closed the
iaehish. colour, t achod h“[tsn Cook to telo tim ourl up is her ureci r
curtains, remained inside for a while, and returning, said that the
Me duO no, und d^ohi Ieu for it tew momsntta. A^Orni tt^ai they all
medium was not - quite well, and already too tired, therefore we were
Ohi1n wenf inside. Ohlth the yervrishiou oi Lillii 0 mitred tho
to wait till the next seance. This was held ou Tuesday, the 30th
cabinst, mid nw 'iio ctdld mo-ring about, but Llltie wm etanding tv
November.
tdo e Mo odMias Cota, st good licht wrs irmin. ta from tiir wmdow
As soon as the seance began, Lillie requested me to go inside the
“shind; the curtains tormina uic caafnet wese ep'n, “do Olinda of i he
cabinet, and to hold the medium's hands. I did so. They were as
isont winhow, bo d shlt before, wcre ihoo opct,.,, and She giiHomu
cold as ice, but - her face was burning hot. Lillie spoke at intervals
Onom sta street tamp cast a good HghO tilo_the “o^. It u wi1dow
from behind the medium's head. I remained a quarter of an hour,
aS an ep^oHe houso tyey now ami. Uicn ’it tiie naSl airi Use 1lih t
and then was told I could leave. We had a pretty good light in both
tuot^me ratiier powesfttl io our 0'010. ct rnunc Oo, tita rometimee t’ wao
rooms, so that Miss Cook was visible to me. I rose and looked round j ydbtarhbte Oy Mo met^bidi thco slt.1mi,^;^' agMnsL IIi1, folding “root aiiid
the room, but could see nothing but the medium in a trance ; she was j looing Mo windCM. However, tdat sveDint I wcs, I mutt ,
resting on the chair. I turned towards the door to leave the room, but (i eenfess. 1oo■nuIei wiOr aSI I 'Oiid deire. Miss Cock fota httlo
as soon as I moved I felt two powerful hands over my shoulders pushi Amy tn t1sy lap. LdHs, OuUy matoriali1ed; was otandihi cloto
ing me out. It was Lillie herself, fully materialised. Where she came ! !■ 1.
^ . ith. .s “.’pre'g’’ oi wluOe drtpicy on 'h’ floor, situ looted ao
from I cannot tell. I again sat near the door conversing with her, till ' * ^nd 00 a Uh...'1 M’tue, watetan^vor b o^iim^t0 um and clu'd1 mnvm1
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right and left, and freely conversing with us all. I was sitting on the
floor close to the medium, contemplating this ncw’and beautiful group
of two dear angels from the spirit.land, and one from this earth.
Beams of light from the lamp outside came through the front window,
and shone over this new and unexpected artistic composition; at the
moment the scene reminded me o‘f the beautiful pictures of the cele
brated Florentine painter Gherardo dalle Notti, whose skill in painting
groups illuminated by candle-light has never yet been excelled. “ Can
this be a dream ? Am I constantly deceived ? ” were the questions I
put to myself at the. moment I was looking at the amazing scene. I
then wished that not a'few, but alb those whose duty it is to seek after
truth, had been present'to witness what God presents to every one who
desires, without sneering, to read in the grand and infinite Book of
Nature. The' little dear angel after a while slipped from the lap of
Miss Cook and melted away; afterwards Lillie gradually sank before
us, and thus ended this grand and imposing seance.
I have one more seance to record before concluding, and which I wit
nessed last Friday. At the previous seance 1 had asked Lillie if she
could show us a man.. “ Why do you want a man ? ” said she. 1 ‘ Because
amongst Spiritualists there are differences of opinion; some think that
the spirit form is the medium ; others maintain that it is the medium’s
double ; consequently, if I could see the form of a man in the same way
that I have seen you evolving yourself many times while I was holding
the medium’s hands, it will be clear demonstration that the man’s form
cannot possibly be the medium or her double.” Lillie went inside the
cabinet, and in a few minutes she returned to the curtains, asking me
to take the medium out, and to hold both her hands. While the medium
was resting thus against the folding doors I saw the form materialise
and disappear before me several times. After standing thus an hour I
felt myself much exhausted, and begged Lillie to end the seance, “ I
am trying a new experiment for next Friday, and will show you, if pos
sible, what you asked for.” I said that I had an engagement for that
evening. Lillie replied, “You must come; I expect you.” Accord
ingly I went. To describe the whole seance would take too much space,
and I fear I have already exceeded what is usually allowed; therefore,
I restrain myself to simply saying that I saw on the evening in question
Miss Cook, perfectly conscious, sitting on the chair, and a new form
emanating in front of her, growing up to the height of a well-formed
man, facing the medium, and trying to put his hands upon her. Miss Cook
grew very much alarmed. I did my best to soothe her, and said that
the spirit could not but be a new friend. As I was standing with my
head inside the curtains, thus facing Miss Cook, I could only see the
back of the form, so I asked him to turn his head; he did so twice, but
I could only see his profile. As anxious as any other investigator could
be I begged Lillie’s permission to allow me to go and sit near the
medium, so as to have the newcomer in front of me. Lillie consented, and
I took my place close by her. Miss Cook asked me to feel her hands,
which were as cold as ice. So placed, I saw the new form rising from
the floor, and sinking again before me several times, though not very
clearly. Nevertheless, I could perceive the dark face of a man with a
long beard ; the back of the head was covered with a white robe. I now
conclude by saying that the new spirit could not be the medium, nor the
medium’s double. My sixteen years investigation of physical pheno
mena have convinced me that there are not two mediums equal to the
production of them, and that all the phenomena are evolved in various
and different ways from the medium’s body.
» 22, Montagu-plaoe, Bussell-square, London, Dae. 18th, 1877.
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and investigating such “manifestations ” will devote themselves to the
all important question of the source of the facts they witness.
Bor instance : I presume the gentleman who favours us with accounts
of the sayings and doings, of “Joey” and “Abdullah,” must by this
time be absolutely convinced of the reality of the phenomena. Will lie
pardon my suggesting that he should now give himself up wholly to
inquiries as to the personality and character of his spirit friends.
wore.
THE CASE OF DISTRESS.

Sin,—Will you please publish the names of donors, aud the amounts
I received, for the family on behalf of which I appealed in your paper :
A Friend, A., £5: Mr. Alex. Tod, 10s.; Dr. Wyld, 5s.; Mr.
Charles Lowe, 5s.; Mr. Frank Dietz, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. Arthur Maltby, 2s. ;
Mr. Cowper, Is.; Miss Dickson, Is.; total, £6 Os. 6d. I have, carried
out the wishes of our friends in paying their debts and seeing they had
necessary clothing, and I left them very thankful for the kind assistance
they had received. I have a little money left, and with the permission
of the donors, I will buy a few necessary things for «, clairvoyant
medium I know, who is in need of them.
Agnes Maltby.
16, Southampton-street, Fitzroy-square, London.
WHAT TRL’in IS THERE IN ASTROLOGY?
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(To the Editor of “ The Banner of Light,” Boston, Mass,,
Dec. 8th, 1877.)
Sin,—The winter commences December 21st, 1877, 11.42 a.m., and
ends March 20th, 1878.
The ruler of the figure is Jupiter, and we find him in the eleventh
house of the figure in opposition of the moon; Saturn on the
ascendant, and Mars in evil aspect of four planets. There will be
discord in places of amusement; many people will be afflicted, and
many griefs and pains of a serious nature will be experienced; Uranus
in the sixth will cause lameness of the knees, and heart disease will be
prevalent; also the death of many cattle will take place. The moon in
the fifth in time of Saturn : commerce will prosper, the iron trade will
have quite a brisk start, but there will be dreadful fires attended by
loss of life, shipwrecks, and many railway accidents. Uranus, being
retrograde, will cause epidemic disease in Philadelphia, Rome, France,
Italy, and the north-western part of America. The position of moon
and Mercury denotes notable cases of forgery, and many youthful
graduates of crime. Those interested in banks will do well to be
careful of fraud and counterfeits.
This will be a cold dreary winter, and now, indeed, shall we feel the
effects of the unpropitious aspects in operation; in January the greatest
depression in trade is felt; a lack of employment for our manufacturers,
and a very untoward state of things exist ; serious cases of starvation
will occur; theft and crime will be alarmingly prevalent; the papers
will teem with bankrupts ; the government will be in bad repute ; the
people will show marked disapprobation at its proceedings ; theatres
will flourish for a short time, but with a lull in March again. I fear
ere this we shall have serious news from Rome. This will be a trying
month, as the weather will be severe.

February. Jupiter now meets the sextile of Saturn with reception ;
this will cause a more contented feeling with the people and the Government; there is still danger of accidents to mines and slides of land.
Mars will cause distempers in the head and throat, hot and dry diseases,
j rheum in the eyes. The opposition of the sun and Uranus denotes
) many imprisonments for forgery, &c. ; accidents in places of amuse
ment, also much trouble to the fair sex. A notable railway accident
about the end of the month. Those born the 16th or 17th of this
( month will have many trials; there will be many cases of fever this
( month, and much damage by hurricanes.
!
March. We may look for many strange events this month in
j Europe and America. Many deaths among the theatrical profession ;
children will be afflicted. Jupiter has now entered the sign Aquarius
) with Venus : this will begin to make things look better for the poor ;
( a decrease ofcrime will set in ; it will also bring success to Russia. I
j look for a great battle about the 21st, and Russia will be victorious.
The Sultan of Turkey has very evil directions in operation now, and
( will have for some months ; it foreshadows evil to the Ottoman Empire.
( Let the Sultan beware of the assassin.
)
President Hayes is not going to be re-elected, and the first year of
I his rule the country will be in a bad state, but after that things will
gradually mend, but he must be careful of his health ; he will suffer
from his throat, and lameness in his limbs.
C. D. Jenkins.
,
(

(ffomsponuence.
[Great freedom is given io correspondents, who sometimes express opinions diametrically opposed
to those of this journal and its readers. Unsolicited communications cannot be returned ;
copies should be kept by the wtter
.]
*
WHAT IS THE INTELLIGENCE?

Sir,—I have for some time past been reading your paper with great
attention and interest, feeling that the subject with which it is mainly
concerned is worthy of the deepest and most unprejudiced investigation.
I have as yet formed no certain opinion even as to the reality of the
phenomena described so frequently in your pages. Bona fides, oppor
tunity, and sound judgment are all so essential to the reliability of
evidence, that I trust I shall be pardoned for reserving my verdict until
I shall personally have had opportunities of witnessing and testing
mediumistic phenomena.
Nevertheless, I candidly admit that I see neither “ a priori” nor
religious difficulties in accepting this reality, and that I fully expect to
find it proved, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that the phenomena
have their source in other than merely human or physical agencies.
My object in writing to you is to express an opinion which, previously
in course of formation, has been thrown into definite shape by Colonel
Olcott’s able paper in your issue of December 7th.
This is that, assuming the agency to be other than physical, it may
nevertheless belong to either of at least three classes, viz. :—
L The “mesmeric” emanations or forces of the medium, have been
brought into contact with the consciousness of the members of the
“ circle.”
2. Inferior (and therefore, presumably, ignorant or malicious) spirits,
whether of the departed or otherwise.
3. Spirits of the departed who have entered a higher sphere of
being.
As the only hypothesis upon which we can attach any real value to
“manifestations” either as evidence of the immortality of the soul or as
sources of important knowledge, is that of the agencies in question
belonging to the third of these classes. I venture to express a hope
that those of my brother inquirers who enjoy opportunities of seeing

“ I hold it to be a fact,” says Pascal, “ that if all persons knew what
they said of each other, there would not be any friends in the world."
Mr. J. M. Peebles will probably arrive in London in a few days’
time from the Cape of Good Hope.
Mr. Epes Sargent contemplates bringing out another book this
winter in connection with Spiritualism.
Lifts in the Veil will be published, in the course of next week. We
expect it to be one of the most popular books ever issued in connection
with Spiritualism, aud to be one calculated to remove much prejudice
among disbelieving readers.
The ordinary conrse of six popular experimental lectures at the
Royal Institution began yesterday, when Professor Tyndall began the
series. The subject this year is “ Heat (Visible and Invisible).”
Professor Huxley will deliver the first of the evening lectures; subject,
“John Harvey."
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MR. CROOKES ON DR. CARPENTER5 S ATTACKS.
In the course of the controversy on Spiritualism and on the radiometer,
in the pages of Nature, the following letter from Mr. Crookes was
published:—•
Sm,—Until I read Dr. Carpenter’s letter in your issue of the Sthinst.,
it had never oceurred to me that his “special purpose” was to bring
out strongly my “thoroughly scientific and philosophical method!”
This is an act of disinterested kindness which recalls to me the exquisite
truth of Dean Swift’s remark, “ No enemy can match a friend.”
Dr. Carpenter’s only reply to my letter, whieh appeared in your issue
of the lstinst.,is contained in the following passage ; “If I had not
found,” he says, “ after the publieation of my lectures, that he had
himself been ‘ digging up the hatchet,’ whieh I was quite disposed to keep
buried, by giving his public attestation to the ‘ spiritualistic ’ genuineness
of what had been proved to be a most barefaced imposture, I should
not have again brought his name into the controversy.”
Further on Dr. Carpenter paraphrases passages from his article in
Fraser's Magazine for this month, in which he goes more into detail
touching this “ public attestation,” of which in his eyes I stand accused.
“Eva Fay,” he says, returned to the United States,” carrying with
her a letter from Mr. Crookes, which set forth that, since doubts had
been thrown on the spiritualistic nature of her ‘ manifestations,” and
since he, in common with other fellows of the Royal Society, had
satisfied himself of their genuineness by ‘scientific tests,’lie willingly
gave her the benefit of his attestation. This letter was published in
fac-simile in American newspapers.”
My answer to this calumny shall be brief.
It is untrue that I dug up the hatehet—Dr. Carpenter’s expression—
in the interval between November 30th, 1875, when he proposed it
should be buried, and the time of his first subsequent attack upon me.
It is untrue that, during this interval, or at any other time, I gave my
“ public attestation to the spiritualistic genuineness of what had been
proved to be a most barefaced imposture.”
It is untrue that I gave Eva Fay a letter, speaking of the “ Spirit
ualistic nature of her manifestations,” and referring to “ Fellows of the
Royal Society.”
It is untrue that Eva Fay “returned to the United States carrying
with her ” sueh a letter.
It is untrue that “this letter was published in facsimile in Ameriean
newspapers.”
When Dr. Carpenter limits himself to definite statements, my task is
not difficult. It is, however, less easy to answer a rumour of something
which somebody told Dr. Carpenter ^privately admitted.
“ It has been rumoured,” says Dr. Carpenter, in Fraser’s Magazine,
“ that Mr. Crookes lias privately admitted that some of liis ‘ mediums,’
when they could not evoke the ‘ manifestations ’ by fair means, have
done so by foul.”
I admit that sueh a rumour respeeting Eva Fay was cireulated in
the United States, and a Boston gentleman wrote and asked me if there
was any truth in this statement. I replied as follows, under date
Nov. 8th, 1875 : —
“ In reply to your favour of Oct. 25th,’which I have reeeived this
morning, I beg to state that no one has any authority from me to state
that I have any doubts of Mrs. Fay’s mediumship. The published
aeeounts of the test seanees which took place at my house are the best
evidence which I can give of my belief in Mrs. Fay’s powers. I should
be sorry to find that any such rumours as you mention should injure
Mrs. Fay, whom I always found most ready to submit to any conditions
I thought fit to propose.”
Considering that this was a private letter from one gentleman to
another, written, currente ealamo, without any thought of subsequent
publication, few of your readers, I believe, will see mueli harm in it.
Not being aware that a private communication is less sacred in America
than in England, I was certainly surprised one morning to reeeive a
copy of an American newspaper containing a fae-simile of this private
letter.
It will be observed that this letter is dated Nov. Sth, 1875, whereas
the “ bury-the-hatehet ” episode took place on November 30tli, 1875 ;
this, therefore, cannot be the letter which convicts me of attesting to a
“ barefaced imposture’’ subsequent to November 30th.
Moreover, this letter does not eontain the words “ spiritualistic
nature of her manifestations.” Neither does it allude to “ Fellows of
the Royal Society.” Nor did Eva Fay return to “the United States,
carrying with her this letter.” Nor was it even addressed to Eva Fay.
It is, then, impossible that this can be the letter to which Dr. Car
penter refers, and I demand that he prove the truth of this allegation
by producing a copy of the “ Ameriean newspapers ” containing a, fac
simile of a letter written by me answering his deseription, containing
the words which he professes to quote from it, and justifying his
defamatory remarks.
In your issue of last week (p. 26) Dr. Carpenter says nothing about
this fae-simile letter, but lays stress on an article written by me ten
months previously. Does lie. seriously mean that the publieation in
March', 1875, of an aceount of some test experiments is a breach, on my
part, of his “ bury-the hatchet” offer made the following November? ■
I have evidently been labouring under a misapprehension as to what
Dr. Carpenter meant when he proposed to “ bury the hatchet.” I sup
pose he intended to cease misrepresenting my views and falsifying my
experiments at his public lectures, and never afterwards to repeat such
ealumnies on my scientifie jiosition as he had anonymously contributed
to the Quarterly Review for October, 1871. It seems, however, that Dr.
Carpenter really meant that I was no longer to go poaching on his own
special preserve, and was to abstain for the rest of my life from writing
even a private letter on a subject which he has investigated for more
than thirty years, and about whieh’hs is now^writing aud. lecturing with
redoubled vigour. '
A-- . ’■

Dr. Carpenter refers to: an 'offer made in May, 1875, “by Eva Fay’s
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manager, that for an adequate sum of money the 1 medium ’ should
expose the whole affair,’’ and he vouches for its truth by saying he has
seen “copies of the letters.” I ean supply, not copies, but original
letters. I have before me letters from Eva Fay, dated Birmingham,
May, 1875, speaking bitterly of the temptations and persecutions to
which she was being subjected to induce her to join in the seheme, to
which she was no party.
But how, may I ask, does an abortive eonspiraey to eomplicate “ six
big guns ” prove that my “scientific tests”—which with all deferenee
to Dr. Carpenter’s “good authority” cannot be evaded by a “dodge”—
were useless, and that in spite of them Eva Fay cheated me ?
I am weary of protesting against the imputation which Dr. Carpenter
conveys in the words “scientific advocates of the system.” I emphatically
deny that I have ever advocated any “ system” in eonnection with the
phenomena ascribed to Spiritualism. I have never for one moment
doubted that this name has covered an enormous mass of fraud and
trickery ; but being convinced that amidst all this falsehood—which it
is Dr. Carpenter’s mission to denounce in the most fervid eloquence at
command—there was a solid nucleus of fact, and believing that every •
unrecognised fact is a reproach to science, and every uninvestigated
phenomenon is a probable mine of discovery, I considered myself not
merely entitled, but almost bound in scientific honour to attempt the
solution of the question. My attempt to bring the so-called super
natural within the realm of fact, to turn the light of science on a
problem that required investigation, has exposed me to many misrepre
sentations, but especially to the ire of Dr. Carpenter, who never tires of
repeating every idle tale from hearsay evidence. I look back to tlie days
of the alchemists, and find the very same kind of fraud, mysticism and
trickery, differing but little from the impostures of the present day. But
then, as now, there were a few earnest students who detected the germs
of truth amidst the ravings and juggleries of the gold-makers; they
eherislied these germs, and although the Dr. Carpenter of that period
would doubtless have denounced those students as “scientifie advocates
of the system” of alchemy, and felt it his duty to “ undermine ” their
reputations, they persevered through calumny and ridicule, and thereby
laid the foundations of our modern science of chemistry.
The readers of Nature have now before them ample illustration of
the falsity of the aeeusations with whieh I have been perseeuted for so
many years. A calumny onee born, said the Great Napolean, can never
be killed. I have, however, done my utmost to prove the groundless
ness of the very serious charges Dr. Carpenter has brought against me,
down to the grave indictments in your issue of last week (p. 26).
There is not a single charge which Dr. Carpenter has ever brought
against me that I am unable to answer with like completeness; and,
j udging from long experience, I venture to say that any future charges
he may bring will be equally unfounded. But I cannot, out of regard
for your readers, to say nothing of the sacrifice of time, continue to
defend myself from every petty accusation ; and unless really foreed by
some imputation too serious to pass over, this must be my last letter on
a subject which to me involves painfully too mueh self-referenee. I have
been constrained, in self-defence, to speak in somewhat downright
fashion, but Dr. Carpenter’s industrious misconstruction has drawn this
protest from me; Misstatements expressed in a few lines may require
pages to refute them. A calumny which takes a minute to write may
demand days to answer. Memories of half-forgotten occurrences have
to be revived, conversations reeallcd, old letters hunted out, journals
exhumed, and, in fact, as much time and trouble expended as if getting
up evidence for an important legal trial. So great a tax for so trivial a
purpose is monstrous in its disproportion, and I can waste on this
fruitless discussion no more precious time—time stolen from my
physical work in the laboratory, already too much curtailed by the
pressure of outward business.
William Crookes.
November 10th.

_____________

__

THE AUSTRALIAN EDITOR ON TOMBSTONE LITERATURE.
The following paragraph about the tombstone of the late William
Davenport, eontains a few details in addition to those already published
in these pages : —
“ Yery intolerant people are usually very stupid people, and Mr.
S. H. Pearce, manager of the Church of England portion of tlie Necro
polis, is no exception to the general rule. In what he conceived to be
the fulfilment of his duty, he refused permission to Mrs. Davenport,
widow of the deceased Davenport Brother, to place an inscription and
earving ou her husband's grave, on the ground that they were not in .
accordance with the doctrines of the Church of England. From a letter
addressed to our contemporary, it appears that the earving was the
most objectionable part. It was a “ sketch or plan of something resem
bling a box or cabinet or what is generally used by persons of the
late Mr. Davenport’s profession.” This intelligent gentleman is evi
dently in total ignorance what it really was, but admits it may be a
plan of a box. What rubric of the Church has condemned that most
. harmless of human constructions—a box ? The following verse, com
posed by Mr. Davenport’s brother, was to be inscribed on the monu- .
inent:—
° Dear brother, I would learn from the®.
And hasten to partake thy bliss ’
To thy world oh welcome me,
As first I welcomed thee to this.”

The tombstone censor thinks this quatrain refers to the box, and ‘
that both verses and the box belong to Spiritualism. “May he rest iu
peace,” also was condemned, though it is not clear on wliat grounds ;
but box, verse and wish, says lie, are contrary to the doctrines of the
Church. Surely no person who believes in a life hereafter could
object to these simple verses, but Mr. Pearee is so frightened of Spiri
tualism, and so ignorant of the meaning of words, that nothing but
materialism could satisfy him.”—The Evening News, Sidney, N.S.W.
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BOOKS ON SPIRITUALISM, PSYCHOLOGY,
MESMERISM, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND
BIOLOGY,
Representing the English and American Literature of Spiritfcalism, obtainable of AV. H. Harrison, Spiritualist News
paper Braneh Office, 33, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury,
London, W.C.

[For purposes of mutual convenience the above office has been
rented on the premises of the National Association of Spirit
ualists, hut the. Association and The Spiritualist Newspaper and
pabhslung busiuess are not in any way connected with each
other.]

PRIMITIVE

CHRISTIANITY

and

MODERN

SPIRITUALISM, by Eugene Crowoil, M.D., of New York.
This is a standard work on Spiritualism by a competent observer,
•who, after studying its facts for many years, has drawn <from
them only such conclusions as they warraut, and who has com
prehensively dealt with the whole subject. In two volumes
price 10s. Gd-per volume.
’

THE DEBATABLE LAND, by the Hon. Robert Dale

POEMS OF PROGRESS.

ill

Given by spirits through

the mediumship of Lizzie Doten. This, like the preceding work,
is a collection of beautiful poems. 7s. Gd.

BIBLE MARVEL-WORKERS, AND THE POWER
WHICH HELPED THEM TO PERFORM MIGHTY WORKS.
By Allan Putnam. 6s.

PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER WORLD, by Col. II.
S. Olcott. Profusely illustrated. This book is dedicated to Mr.
William Crookes and Mr. Alfred Russell Wallace. The .author
is a literary gentleman of high standing in New York, and the
book consists of descriptions of seances at wlueh materialised
spirits appeared under test conditions, in the presence of the
author and other witnesses, Pictures of the Bddy Brothers,
their homestead, and the phenomena presented at their seances,
are included in the work. 12s. 6d.

PSALMS OF LIFE. A collection containing 150 pieces
of music, and 550 Spiritual hymn3, compiled by John S. Adams.
5s.

HOW AND WHY I BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.
By Washington A Danskin, 4s. Gd.

POEMS BY ACHSA W. SPRAGUE, for many years a
public trance speaker on Spiritual Philosophy.

5s.

THE FUTURE LIFE, as described by Mrs. Elizabeth
Sweet, with an introduction by Judge Edmonds.

7s. 6d.

Owen, formerly American Minister at the Court of Naples. A
standard work containing interesting -‘and well-authenticated
facts, proving the reality of spirit communion. It also contaius
an elaborate essay defining the author’s views of the relation
ship of Spiritualism to the Christiau Church. 7s. 6d.

THE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE, given inspiratu n-

FOOTFALLS ON TIIE BOUNDARY OF ANOTHER

HINTS FOR THE EVIDENCES OF SPIRITUAL

WORLD, by Robert Dale Owen. An excellent book of absorb
ing interest, replete with well-authenticated narratives, describ
ing manifestations produced by spirits. 7s. Gd.

WILL-ABILITY, by Joseph Hands, M. R.C.S.: contains

REPORT ON SPIRITUALISM, by the Committee oi

ally through the mediumship of Mrs. Maria M. King.

7s. Gd.

LOOKING BEYOND, by J. O. Barratt, contains the
testimony of the departed about the world beyond the grave. 5s.
ISM, by M. T.

2s. Cd.

experiments on Mesmerism aud arguments relating to Free Will.
2s. Cd.

the Dialeetical Society. This committee consisted of literary,
scientific, and other professional meu who investigated Spiritual
ism for two years without engaging the services of any profes
sional medium, after which they published the report. Original
edition, 15s.; moderately abridged editiou, 5s.

STRANGE VISITORS, dictated through a Clair

RESEARCHES IN THEPHENOMENA OF SPIRIT

ELECTRICAL PSYCHOLOGY, by Dod. 7s. 6d.
DAWN, An American Novel, advocating Progressive

UALISM, by William Crookes, F.R.S.
The best work ever
published to scientifically demonstrate the reality of some of
tlic physical phenomena of Spiritualism, 5s.

MIRACLES AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM, by
Alfred Russell Wallaee, F.R.G.S. This book eontains a masterly
argument in reply to Hume’s “Essay on Miracles.” Tt also
records a large number of interesting spiritual manifestations,
and contains some of the personal experiences of Mr. Wal
lace. 5s.

PLANCHETTE ; OB, THE DESPAIR OF SCIENCE,
by Epea Sargent. A book rich in descriptions of well-authenti
cated spiritual phenomena. Information about the relationship
of Spiritualism to Religion and Science is also giveu. 5s.

CONCERNING SPIRITUALISM, by Gerald Massey.
A brilliant well written littlo essay on Spiritualism. Neatly
bound, 'with gilt edges. 2s.

LETTERS ON SPIRITUALISM, by the late J. W.
Edmonds, Judge of the Supreme Court, New York, U. S. This
book eousists of essays on the Social, Moral, and Scientific
aspects of Spiritualism. 3s. 6d.

WHERE ARE THE DEAD? OR, SPIRITUALISM
EXPLAINED, by Fred. A. Binney, A practically useful work
for inquirers, giving general information about English profes
sional and non-professionul mediums /also about the periodical
and other Literature of Spiritualism. 3s.

THE OTHER WORLD,

by

the

Rev. G.

F.

Lee, D.C.L. This newly-published book contains Faets
and Traditions relating to Dreams, Omens, Apparitions,
Wraiths, Warnings, and Witchcraft. The author admits the
reality of Spiritual visitations, but eousiders modern Spiritual
ism to be diabolical. He, however, gives valuable facts, pre
viously unpublished, and prints the only authorised and com
plete account of the Apparition seen by oue of the ancestors of
Lord Lyttleton- 2 Vols.. crown 8vo., 15s.

PROOF PALPABLE OF IMMORTALITY, by Epes
Sargent. This work, by an American author oi acknowledged
ability, gives an account of the materialisation of Spirits in
England and America during the past few years in the presence
of famous mediums, and, as a rule, before educated witnesses
of more or less literary and scientific ability. The work also
contains remarks on the relations of the faets to theology,
morals, and religion; and it is prefaced 'with a portrait of the
materialised spirit Katie King, eopied from a photograph of her
tak. a by Mr. Harrison by the aid of the magnesium light. 5s.

MIRACLES, PAST AND PRESENT, by the Bev.
William Mountford. The author is an acute and vigorous
thinker, and a writer of unquestioned ability. Contents : The
Anti-Supernaturalisin of the Present Age; Science and the
Supernatural; Miracles and Doctrine: Miracles and the Dexeving Spirit; The Scriptures and Pneumatology; Miracles
and ^Science: the Spirit; and the Prophets Thereof; AntlSupematnral Misunderstandings; the Last Ecstatic; Matter
aud Spirit; the Outburst of Spiritualism; Thoughts on Spiri
tualism ; A Miracle Defined; Miraeies as Signs; Miracles and
the Creative Spirit; Miraelcs and Human Nature; Miracles
and Pneumatology: the Spirit and the Old Testament; the
Old Testament aud the New; the Spirit: Jesus and the Spirit;
Jesus and Resurrection; the Church and the Spirit. 12mo.,
500 pp. Cloth 10s. Od.

ALLAN KARDEC’S “SPIRITS’ BOOK” (Blackwell).
7s. Gd.

THE SOUL OF THINGS, by William Denton.

An inspirational poem.

By Lizzie Doten. 2s.

principles, 5s. Cd.

FLASHES

OF

LIGHT

FROM TIIE

SPIRIT

Through the mediumship of Mrs. Conant. 7s. cd.

WORLD.

BIOGRAPHY OF MRS. CONANT. 7s. 6d.
RADICAL RHYMES, by William Denton. Gs. 6d.
OUR PLANET, by William Denton. 7s. Gd.
BOOK OF MEDIUMS, by Allan Kardec. (Mrs. Wood’s
translation.) 7s. Cd.

SEERS OF THE AGES, by J. M. Peebles. 5s.
THE SPIRITUAL PILGRIM, by J. O. Barrett.
7s. Cd.

AROUND THE WORLD, by J. M. Peebles. 10s.
STATUVOLENCE ; OR, ARTIFICIAL SOMNAM
BULISM.

7s. M.

MRS. CROWE’S NIGHT SIDE OF NATURE. 2s.
THE TWO WORLDS, by Brevior. 12s. Cd.
GLIMPSES OF A BRIGHTER LAND. An interesting
little book, containing messages given by Spirits through the
Writing Mediumship of a Lady. 2a cd.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE, by Dr. Bucknill and
Dr. Daniel H. Take.

25s.

APPARITIONS, by Newton Crosland, 2s. Gd.
THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE AMAZULU,
giving information about Spiritual Phenomena among the
Amazulu and other Tribes of South Africa, by tile Hey. Canon
Callaway, M D., in three parts 12s.

OUTLINES OF TEN YEARS' INVESTIGATION
INTO TUB PHENOMENA OF MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
by Thomas P. Barkas.

APPARITIONS: A NARRATIVE OF FACTS, by the
Rev. Boureliicr Wrey Saville, IT.A. 4s. Cd.

HESPERIA. Poems, by Cora L. V. Tappan. 6s.
CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS, by Hudson
Tuttle.

2s. 6d.

THE SPIRITUAL LYRE. A Collection of Songs for
the use of Spiritualists.

Paper, Cd.

DEMONOLOGY AND WITCHCRAFT, by Sir Walter
Scott.

GS.

SIGNS BEFORE DEATH.

A Record ot Strange

Apparitions, Remarkable Dreams, etc.

3s. Cd. ■

STORIESOFINFINITY: 1. LUMEN.—2. HISTORY
OF A COMET.—3. AN INFINITY, by Camille Flanimarion. Cs.

LIFE LINE OF THE LONE ONE; OR, AUTO
BIOGRAPHY OF THE WORLD'S CHILD, by Warren Cliase.
4s, Gd.

VOICES FROM THU SPIRIT WORLD, being Com
munications from many Spirits by tlie baud of Isaac Post.
5s. Gd.

THE GADERENE; OR, SPIRITS IN PRISON, by
J. O. Barrett and J JI. Peebles.

LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE, described by a Spirit
through a Writing Medium.

3s.

POEMS OF THE INNER LIFE. Given by Spirits
tlirouch the mediumship of Lizzie Doten. The accusation ls some
times mad? by disbelievers that spirit messages are of a'trumpery
eharaeter, but these beautiful poems give evidence that all spirit
utterances are not so. “The Prophecy of A ala, published
in this book, and professedly given by the Spirit of Edgar Alien
Poe is better than any whieh that poet wrote during the wholo
ot his life on earth. Beet edition, gilt, 10s. Cd.; cheap edition,
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SPIRIT PEOPLE.
A scientifically accurate description of Manifestations
recertify produced by Spirits, and
Simultaneously Witnessed
Observers

Author
London.

by the

in

and

Other

By WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
Limp Cloth, red edges. Price Is.; post free ls. Id.

38, Great Russell Street, London, W.C.
Or of Messrs. Colby

and

Rich, 9, Montgomery-strcet.

Bostou, U.S.
Opinions of the Press.

“As a dispassionate scientific man, he appears to have
investigated the subject without prc-coneeived ideas, and tho
result of his examination has been to identify his opinions with
those of Messrs. Varley, Crookes and Wallaee, in favour net
only of the absolute reality of the phenomena, but also of
the genuineness of the communications alleged to be
giveu by tho spirits of the departed. Into the much vexed
question of a priori objections to Mr. Harrison’s opinions we
bhall not now enter. We will only say that his descriptions of
facts are couched in a moderate and truly scientific spirit, that
he appears to have exhausted every reasonable test which his
experience led him to make, and that the whole tone of the
book (which is singularly free from dogmatic pretension) is
rigorously logical.’’—Public Opinion.
“At the outset of his booklet Mr. Harrison disclaims any
intention of proselytising or forcing his opinion down nonSpiritualistic throats, and it is only fair to admit that the
succeeding pages are remarkably free from argument and
deduction, albeit bristling with assertions of the most dumb,
foundiug nature.”—London Figaro.
“Although the author has taken some trouble to Drove that
table-turning and spiritual appearanees are worthy of more
attention than the public are disposed to give, yet we are so
far from being impressed by the evidence he has brought for
ward, that wo aequtt the spirits of mortals of performing any
of the nonsensical acts with which they are accredited.”—
Morning Advertiser.
“ The unprejudieed and dispassionate temper in which
Mr. Harrison seems to have approached the question, emi
nently fitted him to test the authenticity and the value of th®
phenomena he undertakes to chronicle, and after a careful
perusal of his little booklet, we are bound to acknowledge that
the statement in his preface is fairly sustained. Ho neither
theorises nor dogmatises, nor attempts to make converts to
his views. He states occurrences and eveuts, or what he be ■
lieves did really happen, in a remarkably elear and narrative
style, without any attempt at advocacy or argument. The
mode in whieh Mr. Harrison has discharged histask is praise
worthy; but what of the task itself? To those who areunacquainted with the pretensions of Spiritualism, and those socalled, and to tho majority, incredible manifestations of the
spirit world, which arc the ordinary eoncomitants of the
system, the revelations contained in Spirit People will appear
startling and antecedently impossible.”—South Wales Daily
News
Limp cloth, red edges.
Price ls. Id., post free.
W. II. Harrison, 33, Great Russell Street, London, W.C,.

NEATLY PRINTED

LEAFLETS

Containing instructions

HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME,
With no Spiritualist or Professional Medium present, may be
obtained at The Spiritualist Newspaper Braneh Office, price

300 for Is., post free,

In

this extraordinary book the author, who is a Professor of
Geology in America, employed clairvoyants to reveal to him
by vision events connected with the early history of geological
specimens- these sensitives thus saw the Mastodon and other
extinct animals as if living and moving before them : they like
wise saw the scenes by whieh these prehistoric animals iwere
surrounded.
The author also sent his clairvoyants to examine
portions of different planets, and they gave descriptions of tlic
inhabitants, physical geography, and vegetation of each. The
book is illustrated with numerous engravings, drawn by the
sensitives as the visions passed before their eyes. The substance
of a review of this book in “ The Spiritualist ” was to the effeet
that there is no doubt as to tlic integrity of the author, who also
possesses sufficient intelligence to seleet clairvoyants’ who would
not cheat him. The question as to the reliability of the narratives
therefore narrows itself down to the question of the reliability
of elairvoyauee, whieh, when employed to gain information about
distant places on earth, has been found sometimes to give ac
curate results and sometimes inaccurate results. The review
further expresses the opinion that if ever interplanetary com
munication should be established, it will lie by means of elairvovanee or some other of the latent and little understood
spiritual powers in man. Three Vols. 24s.; or 8s. per single
volume.

7s. 6d. .

Cs.

voyant.

THE INNER MYSTERY.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

s
Oriental Religions (Johnson)
....
21
Religions of the World (Leigh)—A well-written little book.
reeommeuded by The Spiritualist Newspaper
.
2
Keys of the Creeds
......
' s
The Wheel of the Law (Alabaster)—A book containing in
teresting particulars and legends rclatiug to Buddhism
14
History of American Socialisms (Noyes)
18
The Romantie History of Buddha (Beal) .
12
Catena of Buddhist Scriptures (Beal.)
.
.
’
15
Threading my Way, an Autobiography, by Robert Dale Owen ' 7
Travels of Fah-TIiau and Sun-Yun, Buddhist Pilgrims from
Cnina to India (400 a.d. and 518 ad.). Translated from
the Chinese by Samuel Beal, B A.. Tian. Coll., Cam.
10
The Nursery dales, Traditions, and Histories of tlic Zulus,
by the Rev. Henry Callaway, M.D. Tn six parts
16
The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Translated into English'
with Preliminary Essays aud Explanatory Notes, by James
Legge, D.D.
■
•
.
.
.
0
Myths aud Myth-makers. Old Talcs and Superstitions inter
preted by Comparative Mythology, by John Fiske. M A
10
A,Voicefrom the Ganges, by an Indian Officer 5
The Life and Works of Mencius. Translated into English
from the Chinese Classics,by Janies Legge, D.D LL i>
i?
On Exalted States of the Nervous System; an (alleged) Ex- "
planation of the Mysteries of Modern Spiritualism
Dreams.Tranee Somnambulism, Vital Photography Faith
VVill, Origin of Life. Anesthesia, and Nervous Congestion
by Robert H. Collyer, M.D.
.
12
The Dervishes: or, Oriental Spiritualism, by John P Drown
Secretary of the Legatiou of the United States of America
at Constantinople
,
•.
Mythology and Popular Traditions of Scandinavia ’North
Germany and the Netherlands, by Benjamin Thorne Tn
three vols. ...
. IS
The Koran; commonly called the Alcorau of’ Maho’mmed'
Iranslated into English immediately from the original
Arabic, by George Sale .
10

or bWfor

Is. Cd.. post free.

Those leaflets are specially suitable
for

WORKS By ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS,
The “ Poughkeepsie Seer."
Nature’s Divine Revelations
The Physician. Vol.
” ’ L
r Gt.
z,i Harmonia
The Teacher.
IL
„ III.
The Seer.
............ IV.
„
.
•
The Reformer.
The Thinker.
,, V.
„ .
•
•
Magic Staff. An Autobiography ot A. J. Davis .
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land
Arabula, or Divine Guest
.
.
.
ApproaehingCrisis ;or, Truth v. Theology.
•
Answers to Ever-recurring Questions froiu tlic reop
Children’s Progressive Lyeeuin Manual
Death and the After-Life
.
History and Philosophy of Evil
Harbinger of Health .
llarmonial Man; or, Thoughts for the Age
Events in the Life of a Seer. (Memoranda.)
Philosophy of Special Providence .
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion
Penetralia; Containing Harmonial Auswers
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse
Tho Inner Life ; or, Spirit Mysteries Explained »
The Temple—on Disease of Brain and Nerves
The Fountain, with Jets of New Meanings
Tale of a Physician ; or. Seeds and Fruits of Crime
The Diakka and their Earthly Victims
‘Conjugal Love; Truth v. Theology .
Morniug Lectures
.....

5,
15
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
5
7
2
3
3
7
8

distribution

at

public

meetings,

A.nd in localities where mediums and spirit circles are not
numerous.
d.
*The Spiritualist says:—'e Contention about Spiritualism and
0
mediums should be avoided, and action substituted. The real
6
strength of Spiritualism lies far more in its facts than in
6
clamouring about them; the facts, therefore, should be multi
6
plied by the wholesale dissemination of printed information
G
how to form circles in the homes of private families. . A proG
G 1 portion of those who receive the information will try experi6 1 ments, and those who obtain the phenomena in their own
6
homes will at once irrevocably reeognise as impostors or dis
0
reputably unsafe guides, those newspapers and individuals
6
who state authoritatively that the faets are not true. If every
0
Spiritualist makes it binding upon himself to “ drop about ’’ or
G
distribute ftvo hundred of the leaflets, eontaining instructions
G
G
how to form spirit circles at home, the whole nation will bo
6U J
deluged with useful information, and such a number of
med?ums will spring up in private families, as to rupidly in
crease the knowledge of truths calculated to benefit iu the
6 *
highest degree this materialistie, consequently irreligious ago.’’
o'

. rw.cn?, 'MAGIC STAFF, by A. J. Davis,

f

/

^•ho early life of the author, and his experiences
^'Mtfmsitive and fully developed seer. An
^■uq.1 record differing in kind from ail
• ar’lor; 7s, 6d. The Spiritualist
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;By WILLIAM'S..HARBfeON.

.-

T -

I
,

From ThePost.

*

“A curious collection of verses And’fntose cssavs of lmecfuk
l> merit.
*
. . The serious and sentimental vetseg belong io the type
f of N.rs.'Hohians's ’or L,-E. L.’s productions? '
|
From The Kensington TCews.
' z
. ■
’
It is “ after the manner of Barham, Hood, Mark Twain, or any,,
of those merry souls who do quite as much good In their day and
generation as the authors of the most serous works. The Lays
*
are always original, sometimes serious, generally comic, but’
never vulgar.”
From The Malvern A’eic.?.
“It is in itself a work of itself—original, and a cast of Its
author’s mind. It is a work of.great power and beauty; full of:
lively , imagiuings and bold outspoken thoughts, abounding iu,
tenderness and pathos; sparkling with wit and humour; and oilu
that may be read many times over.. .The get-up of the book is
very handsome? • From TheTcLicslOite Keios,
•VA.number of clever sketches and poems, among the latter
bejrig a series of papers entitled The Wobbtejato Eallads, which .
■ appeared
-........ -cd in
in the
the coiiunus
cdiiynus of
of this
this paper
paper aa. short
short time
time ago;
ago;
; itnd which
hicli cleared ‘siteh
such a -furore at tho time.” \NJi.
\N.H. An'
An
’ irate iii<znibe)t of theT'cwn Council .officially called th# attention of
*
; the Mayor 'and Corporation of Poikestone to the burlesques m the.
t “»IVobSlejaw Ballads;" but the-membvrs assembled laughed at the
. matter, and proceed'd, to the next business. - The 'Mayor said that he
I did hot mind them.'} . .. “ It contains’some veiy choice poems
.l and prose essays, is pound in cloth richly giit, and has an original
; design of no ordinary merit oh the cover.”
Obtainable, price 7?, dd.,'post free, at the Publishing Office, of
W. II. IlAintisoN, 88, Great Russell-street, London, W.C, i

*
r£
..
t" - xw
*day that p the J^ftlth^Ltiie people is really the foundation
An Elegant alid’Amusing GtftBodk of Poetical and Prose
upon vihicii all tlieir. happiness and power us a State dopeild?
,
\\
* hgs
ii
and Gay
Fx>v tlie most practical mode of preventing desease and, premature/
The'sBt'wft^’h t'n^yWer designed by Florence ClrAton andthc
death see a large'Dlustratcd Sheet given with each
cf
FRIHT SALT/ The information is invaliiabn
a
.■ ■
*_ ’,* •.
~
H Author.
HLJXTH-G1 VINAL REFRESHING, COOLING, tuJ
CONTENTS.RATING BEVERAGE, or as
*
gentte laxative an-L.temc h«
j
Poems and Prose' Writings.
various forms of indigestion,Tq?e ENO S -FRUIT .SAIiI-XPicp^red T from'sdiind
fruit).
Is uu,
the best
pi-eveiitiT»t.x.ud av usTidv- • *-4
xroiu »UUilU" ripe
upv 11
uny. It
Ills
wc piv.
Lay'of the Lazy Author.—2.'The Song of the Newspaper
Jliliousnessr Sick Headache,JSkm- Eruptions, /Impute Td'ted,
Editor«^3.iTlie .Song of the Pawnbroker.— 4. 'J’hc Castle.—5. The
Pimples-ousthetFatel XJiddine&s, V' sr^' -wulsb ’ess
*
^misli
siy of^the’Fat Man —6. The Poetry of Science.—>7.-How Hadji
l.
(’olds,’Mental .“Depression, Want ;of Appetite-iite.^1qf: t.
*u
Ai“sliaoabaC'Was Photographed. (A letter..from-'Haxlji Al Shaeabac,
SioifiadhVCbustipation^omjtmg, Trill a --, ocQ.^anli tu remove tho
a gentleman who visited London on business connected with a
effects of er ror oxca|ln^ m^qirnkiiig
__Z
^Turkish Loan? to'Ali'Alltstapha Ben Buckram, Chief of the Col-»kge of lkwfing ’Dervishes Al Constantinople,)—8: The Lay of the’
’inimea^llat.—Ll. St. Bride’s Bay;—10.- The Lay of- the
TfNO’S FFtUIT
the many . Rrbad-Bi
Market Gardener.—11. ? Fast Falls the Eventide.”—12. Our Raven.1
J-J
and varie(lfni^fficir-aisdiseVvGlfei^he mneteenth-centnry
none. ncrh-ric?-ilas adv£hC^d?so. rapidly mtemtbiio. notice. • --13- Materialistic Religion.—13. The’Lay of the Photographer.—*
14
How
to Double the. Utility ot the Printing Press—15. The
as ENO'S “ FRUriv-Sjn?^%C‘ompa<dtlveTy unknown
snug of the Mother in-Law.—16. Wirbel-bewegltng.—1"; “Poor Ol<l,
some vear or so. agp,?Aiftg -p5epartU20iuK.whicb. is -made
Joe!"
—
18.
The Human Hive.—19.. The Lay of the Mace-Bearers.—.
from ripe sound fruitJis noW met with in every quarter,
•20? A Love Song.—21. A Vision.—22. “ Under the Limes”’—23. The .
of tlie globe- TheAr^^fiier'.t Which is'ciaimed”tor it is
Angel of Silence.
•
■
that it keeps the“b!.ooJ pure and- the system perfectly
Taut 2—The Wobblejaic Ballads, by Anthony Wobblejaws.
clear, and thus take-away. the groundwork of mala
rious di«‘*as»8 ;so
*Cornmoif
to toWns and districts which
24. The-Public Analyst.—25. General Grant’s Reception at Folke
are ill-drainel .Theft, U httlc doubt but that the time
stone.—m6. The Rifle Corps.—27. Tony’s Lament—28. The July
will eventuall<Rohi?'1wl^ L '
s «md disev?
*
^silting
Bug.—29. The Converted.Cainian:
\
MESMERISM AND ITS PHENOMENA,
, ■ , .
from polanhed^BIoodrvvill •'be considered as t offences
w
Opinions of the Press. against thevveh-keing-jOi xo.MimhtUijqs. at large; but w c
or
a /
FronU^A^; Morning Post.
- r
will, in all pi did ltfv be «omc whUe^jet before it
shalPhavri smlved’at such a pitch of sAnitary penection.
ANIM
l
AL
..
Tlie
Morning
Z
’
y^ffjvliich
strongly
recommends
the
book
in
a
Aleanwhilri^w^canjjQt withhold a.; welcome to any
review nearly a column long,' say’sComic literature which
»peciSi>wrnch may prove a moans of preserving or restor
; Bij the late
m regory M.D., F.lt.S.E.
*
Professor qf
honestly deserves thhK epithet seems? to be rapidly becoming a
ing health ‘The simpler the better, sb long only as it is
Chemistry , at EdtHbiirgh (fniyeisity.
thingofthc past; consequently ftny writer who, like Mr. Harrison,
efteUua!
XSO’S FRUIT SALT has been- found an
exhibits
a
geiiuine
’
veiu
of
humour,
deserves
the
praise
of
all
who
corrective to the digestive organs, and In the
Dedicated by the,Author by Permission to His Grace
eoloniesvfu India, and ill South America, has a largely > • are not too stupid to. enjoy an innocent laugh. Not that his rause i
t
the Duke of Argyll,
restricts herself only to such lighter utterances ; on the contrary,
■increasing sale. It is better by far than “nips,” and;
some
of
his
poems
touch
outlie
deepest
and
most
sacred
feelings
/ amoncst tlie flood Templars —a numerous community all
The second and slightly revised and abridged edition, for
of our common humanity. . . . The unfortunate Hadji's narrative
.over the world—it is recognised not only as a refreshing
its quality and size the cheapest largo work ever published
of liis adventures amongst the magicians of Whitechapel is quite
* y but also us a stimulating drink.”—European Mail, Nov. 1, \
«in this couutry in connection with Spiritualism.
| one of the funniest things that lias been published fob years. . ..
• The book contains quite enough to ensure It a.welcome from
------------------------ ------------------------------which its tasteful appearance will not detract.’.’ 'T\w..Morning
Just published, price 5s , or 5s. 6d. post free; or five copies
& WHAT EVERYBODY WANTS TO
Post says Of The Wobblejaw Ballads :—“ Noteire cari help laughing
• post free, for 21a. Copies may also be had bound in half
at them? and it says that the rhymes are pitched in “ something
• KNOW.
. calf, with marbled edges, price 8s. Od. per volume, post froe.
like the same key” as -The Bon Gaultier Ballads or The B-iglow-/,
Papers, “ with an appreciably successful result.”
- • ' NO’S FRUIT. SzVLT.-rA gentleman writes;—
CONTENTS.
From The Court Journal.
, “ Since I liave used ENO’S FRUIT SALT- niglit and
CHAPTER IFirst Effects Produced by Mesmerism— Sensation
moriiing^myTteitdacHcsT &c.,. have" left me, and this after, 1 “All are of marked abiiity... . Occasionally we find verse of'
' —Process for Causing Mesinerie Sleep—The Sleep or Mesmerie
. great beauty, showing that the author possesses the pure poctie
suffering for above twenty years. -You should make this
State—It Ocenrir Spontaneously in' Slccp-WHikers—Phenomena of
factweirftnown?
• :-V r
-'gift?
’ J ■
■■■,.
■ <
the Sleep—Divided Consciousness—Senses Affected—Insensibility to
k
.From The Crapnic. ■-> . ■
»1 A&Tlmsc TYlio^can.’nppr^ciaXe.gcnriinO, unforced lnimonr should
fclNO’S FRUIT
l
-Lady, writes-:
CHAPTER IIConf/ol‘Exercisedby the Operator over the Sub
ii iProse
i;t/sv jittuytitiuys.
n Tirrell,
sised ttract pr<JpGTiymr
fmagmings. Written,
“
erytlring, mediiftne or food, ceased
pr-fpelTy ibr
* T -*^wrcMil to rcaa'2'Ae L'a^y. Lays ah.d,
ject
in Various Ways—Sftikipg Expression of Feelings in the Look
Meneed1. •takk^Il
puW&hekT’anftreviewed by, William II.
’,T Harrison (38, Great-,
--- * ’
nt least .three months before I SqAiftyenec!
ia!:’n™
and Gesture—Effect of Music—Timniulncss of the Sleeper—Various
..
W
u»cu-»u«;»7.
li
.
v
,w
9
wand
the
short
essays
are
really
iisheil-lac-'OJt-rtMhiriiMi^
*
Russell-street).
Both
tlte
verses-a
little food I could take generally piHii.shed iactet J’tthiriied;
Dfegrees.of
Susccptibility^-Slcep ^Caused by Silent Will; and at a
funny, -and In some of the latter there is a-vcin oLgenial-satire
Aly life was oue of great suffering, so Hl'at Tuinst have
Distance—Attraction Towards the Onerator—Effectiu tlie Waking
u „ which adds piquancy, to |he fun- The 'Lay of the Newspaper Editor
succumbed before long.” ;
>
.
State of Commands Given in the Sleep? ‘ *
k
is.capita1,
it
rathcr
<=^ver?vihd
so
is
The-Lqy
of
Macebcarers
----- -------- ---- ---------------- —- --- ------------- —
. j but one of flic most laughable bits Is the. Turtle account of hewhe? . CHAPTERdlL;h^Syjiqiuthy—Commmuty
of
*
Sensations; of
*.
rvi
wh i j---------- travflung trunk and household
Emotions — Danger ’ of^ RJish-’Expcrimciitsf—Pubji’c? Exhibitions of
; went £o be photographed? . ..
v’
XN'THK^VQRLD OUGHT TO CONTAIN—A BOTTLE OF
Doubtful Advantage’—Syhfbathy with the Bystanders—Thought
*
' ;
' From Public Opinion.
'pNQTs'URUIT "SALT,
'
Reading—Sources of Error—Medicai Intuition—Sympathetic Warn
ings—Sympathies and Antipathies—Existence of a Pecnhar Force
A volume of remarkably good, verse... . Some of the metrical
■A—I
AS A
or
Influence.
•
legends remind us of tho wild chants that used to be sung at the
-GENERAL LAXATIVE AND TbNTC
. CHAPTER IV:—Direct Clairvoyance or Lucid Vision,' Wlthonf;
meetings of the Cannibal Club, some ten or fifteen years ago. Mr.
WGS"!
OF1 INDIGESTION,
the Eyes—Vision of Near Objects: thrtnigh Opaque Bodies: at a
- Harrison, however, knows where to plantliis fun, and aii accu
. Distance—Sympathy and Clairvoyance in Regard to Absent PersoriliK-GUARANTEED TO BE PREPARED FROM SOUND RIPE ' rate scientific mind like his ean make jokes with success.. . . To
—Retrovision—Introvision.
'
r .
FRUIT.
? all who wish to read a pleasant volume magnificently got up as a
. ' T’hbEpmiSalt is one of Nature’s own products. It contains all • * gift-book, we commend The Lazy Lays."
CHAPTER V
Lucid Prevision—Duration of Sleep, etc., Pre: dieted—Prediction of Changes in the Health or State, of the Seer—
tha’ valuable saline constituents of Ripe Fruit in a portable,
”,
From The Bookseller.
(Prediction of Accidents, and of Eveuts Affecting Others — Sponta
agreeable, and simple form, and Is lu every respect as harmless
1
“
An
odd
but
most
entertaining
assortment
of
quaint
and
as the juices offrulra from-which it is obtained.
neous Clairvoyance—Striking Case of it—Spontaneous Rctrovisiou
humorous fancies, some in’verse and others in prose, and all
In Pimples and Blotches on tlie Face, Saliowness of the Skin,
faud Prevision—Peculiarities of Speech and of Consciousness in Mes
written with a fluent and not ungraceful pen. Tlic vein of
merised Persons—Tr msference of Senses and of Pain.
- and Depression of Spirits, it Is most useful, for not the least of its
humour whieh permeates them is genuine, rich, and original, and
recomtnendations is itsresemblanee to .fruit in the natural way
. CHAPTER VI:—Mesmerism, Electro-Biology,Electro-Psychology
j not at all’in-natured?
'
’
in which it relieves the system of effete or poisonous matter,
and Hypnotism, essentially the same—Phenomena of Suggestions in
;
. .?.
From Nature.
the Conscious or Waking State—Dr. Darling’s Method and its Effects
which, if retained, poisons the blood; and its advantages •pvpr
fruit Is that it can be always ftt hand when required. Its
—Mr. Lewis’s Method, and its Results—The Impressible State—
“ Scientific men ^nd matters are in one or two cases alluded to, ’
'Control Exercised by the .Operator— Gazing—Mr. Braids Hypnotism
preparation has been truly styled one of the triumphs of modern
and the imprint bears that the, work Is published ‘A.p. 1S77
chemistry. In hot or foreign climates it Is invaluable. It allays
—The Author's Experience—Importance of Perseverance—The Sub
(popularchronology); a.m. 5877 (Torquertftida) ; a.m. 50,
*800,077
ject
must be Studied.
nervous excitenwit, and restores the nervous system to its
(Huxley).’ We believe that our readers may derive a little
proper condition (by natiu-al means). In the Nursery it is beyond
CHAPTER VIITrance, Natural and Accidental; Mesmeric—
amusement from a perusal of the volume.”
Trance Produced at Will by the Subjects—(hl. Townsend—Fakeers—
praise.
- From The British Journal of Photography.
Extasis—Extatics not all Imposters—Luminous Emanations—Extasis
often Predicted—if, Cahagnct’s Extatics—Visions of the S ffritual
“ The Lazy Lays include many admirable pieces, some of which
World.
are in verse and others iu prose, some scientific, others social, but
CHAPTER VIII: Phreno-Mesmcrism—Progress of Fnrcnuiogy—
all of them excellent. .. . The Lazy Lays will make excellent and
Is particularly valuable. . No traveller should leave hofne withont :
Effects of Touching the Head In the Sleep—Variety in the Phenom
amusing reading for an occasional spare half-hour..,, Theycon. a supply, for by its use the most dojigerops forms of Fevers,
ena— Suggestion—Sympathy—There are Cases In which these Act,
.-Blood Poisons, &e., are Prevented andCurdd. It.is, in truthr.a ,, ^taili nothing unrefined or in bad taste.”
and others in which they do not Act—Phenoineua Described—Ths
'Family Medieine Chest in the,simp,lQst yet most potent fonh. From The Dublin University Magazine.
Lower Animals Susceptible of Mesmerism—Fascination Among
V Instead of beifig lowering to tRe system, this preparation is, in
“How Hadji Al Shaeabac, an amiable Turk, was photographed,
Animals — Instinct—Sympathy of Animals — Snaii Telegraph
the highest degree, invigorating. Its effect in relieving thirst,
* is-well done. . ..Bound in a cover of somewhat powerful design.”
Founded on It.
giving tone to the-system, and aiding digestion is most strikihg.
CHAPTER IN:—Action of Magnets, Crystals, etc , on tlie Human
From The Photogi'aphic Netfs.
Frame—Researches of Reichenbach—IllsOdyle is Identical with the
“Mr. W. H. Harrison, a gentleman whose name is familiar in
■pNd’S FRUIT SALT (one. of iNature.’s. own .
Mesmeric Fluid of Mesmer, or with the Influence which Causes the
connection with photographic and other scientific literature, lifts
products) keeps the blood pure, and is thus of itself one of
Mesmeric Phenomena—Odylie or Mesmeric Light—Aurora Borealis
tiie most valuable means of keeping the blood froe from a. JeoQsiderable facility of versification, and deals, in pleasant and
Artificially Produced—Mesmerised Water—Useful Applications >of
humorous jnood, with many scientific follies which are better
fevers and blood poisclns, liver compl^ints#.&c.?ever
Mesmerism—Phsysiological, Therapeutical, etc.—Treatment of Insan
laughed down tliun^raveiy disputed.”
discovered. As a means of preserving and restoring
ity, Magic,- Divination, Witchcraft, etc., explained liv Mesmerism,
health, it-is unequalled ; and it is, moreover, a pleasant, and Traced to Natural Causes — Apparitions — Second Sight is
From The Scotsman. refreshing and invigorating beverage. After a patient
Waking.Clairvoyance— Predictions of Vadens Kinds.
- “In Mr. AV. II.-Harrison’s Lazy Lays and Prose Imaginings
»
and careful observation of its effects when used, I have
CHAPTER X :—An h'.xphmatiuii of the Phenomena Attempted or
there IS h good deal of broad humour and satiric power, with, a due
'
.no hesitation in stating that if its great value in keeping
Suggested—A Fore© (Odyle) Universally Diffused, Certainly »Exists,
foundation
of
solid
sense.
”
;
.<«.
..
,
the body healthy were universally known, not a houseand is Probably the Medium of Sympathy and LuclJ Vision—Its
hold in the land would be without it' nor a single
Characters—Difficulties of the Sublet—Effects of Otlvlc—Somnaur
.
From The Bradford Daily Chronicle,
travelling trunk or portmanteau but would cCntaili'if—?
bulis'iii—Suggestion, Sympathy—Thought-Reading—imoid \1siou—
•“ Good poetical diction is displayed. Mr. Harrison lias produced •
j c exo
pdylic Emanations—Odylrc Trace? followed up by Lucid Subjects—
a most wcleoinc,book...‘How Hadji al Sliacabac was Pho'to
Magic and Witchcraft—The Magic Crystal, and Mirror, etc., indifed ‘
graphed,’ will be sure to make every reader roar with laughter.”
walking Clairvoyance—Universal Sympathy—Lucid IVii>wtioii of
IT NO’S FRUIT SALT.—“I am vei’j mnch’pioased ■ '*
*
-weFi-om The Dundee Daily Advertiser.
4
4
the Future.
’•
with your FRUIT SALT. I have fuUy^proved Its great
CHAPTER XI’:—Interest Felt iu Mesmerism bv Men of Science
“
With
such
a
free
and
easy
author
i
t
Is
naturally
to
be
expected
efficacy by its having entirely cured me of indigestion.”—
—Due Limits of.Scientific Caution—Practical flints—Conditions of
that
his
subjects
should
bear
some
trace
cf
this
peculiar
idiosyn

T. Wood, Jun., Tudor-road, Canterbury.
, f
Success hi Experiments—Cau.se of Failure—Mesmerism a Serious
crasy, and indeed they are as- free and easy as himself. . . . The
Tiling—Quttions to be Studcnt<-Oppogitlon to be Expected. '
poems are all characterised bysmootliuessaml rhythmical swing,
GHAPTEll XIIPhenomena Observed in Jthe Conscious or
ORTHY OF NOTICE—PALPITATION OF. ... The work is very elaborately bound in. cloth and gilt.\ . Ta’ waking
Stated-Effects of Suggestion on Person? in an Impressible
gorgeous design upon the cover.... Iff our readers wish to civ .
THE HEART, caused by Liver Derangement and. Indiges
State—Mr: 'Lewis’s Experiments With and Without Suggestion—
eonrage laziness they have a most deserving object in a Very
tion, frequently ealled (or mistaken for) Heart Disease:—
Cases—Dr. Darling’s Experiments — Cases — Conscious'or• Waklnclever and versatile member of the order.”
“On April 141 purchased a bottle of your FRUIT SALT,
Clairvoyance, Produced by Passes, or by Concentration—Major
not feeling very well at the time, and it had an effect that
• .
•‘From The Licerpbol Daily Courier.
Buckley’s Method —Cases—The Magic Crvstal Iudvc
s
*
’ Wakni’
I never anticipated when I boughtit. I had suffered more
’ “ Iu hjs handsomely bound find grlffin-guardcd Lazy Lays, Mr.
Lucidity, when Gazed at—Cases—Magic Mirror—Mesmerised Water
or less, since the year 1841, from palpitation of the heart,
—
Egyptian
Magic.
•'
? .
William
II.
Harrisoli
provides
a
gift-book
elegant
In
its
appearbut very badly during the last few years. The least thing
CHAPTER XIII:—Production of the Mesmeric’SLep—Casej—
’anec and.ciitertalning In its contents.., . The author is imbued
would produce It during the day, and at night my sleep
Eight out of Nine Persons Recently Tried by the Author Throwii
was very much disturbed. Strange to say, after the first “ /with the true spirit of humour, and amuses all while offending
into Mesmeric Sleep—Sleep Produced without theKncwle.i -e of tire
■ none.”
r
dose of FRUIT SALT, the dangerous,’ annoying, and
Subject—Suggestion hi the .Sleep—Phreno Mcsmerimi'in the Sleep
From TJie Western Daily Press (Bristol).
’ truly disagreeable symptoms of palpitation suddenly
—Sympatliie Clairvoyance in the .Slcep^-L'ases—Perception of lime "
“A volume from the versatile pen of Mr. W. H. Harrison, a
ceased, and have not since returned. Out of gratitude for
—Cases, Sir J. Franklin ; Major Buckicy’s Case of Retrovision.
the benefit which I have received, 1 have recommended it
well-known contributor to the London and provincial press, and
CHAPTER XIV:—Direct Clairvoyance—Cases—Travelling Clair
to all my friends, both in London and Yarmouth. At the
editor of The Spiritualist, f .. Many of the humorous poems re
voyance—Cases—Singular Visions of M r. D— Letters of Two Clergysame time, I feel it a duty to state tho above facts, of
mind us of the- Ingoldsby Legends. The Lay of the Photographer
nuln with Cases—Chiirybyance of Alexis—Other Cases.
’ • v.
The Lay of the Macebearers, and some of The Wobblejaw Ballads
which you can make whatever use you please — I am
CHAPTER XV:—Trance—Extasis —Cases —Spontaneous Mee
*
dear sir, yours respectfully,
« W-. B. Beckett ” *
(would not have been-unworthy of Barham hluisclf. Some of the
meric Phenomena—Amiaritious—Predictions.
Aug. 80,1877—10, York-square, Commercial-road, London, E.
.shorter poems aro exquisite, and there pervade the whole a rellCHAPTER
XV1Curative
Agency
of
Mesmerism
—
*
Concludin'
g lous sentiment arid poetic feeling which will make them acceptRemarks, and bummaiy.
a ble to most readers."
/CAUTION. — Examine each Bottle and see the
’ London; W. H. Harrison, 3S, Great BusseU-etreef, W.C.
From the daily Northern IFAtt? (Belfast).
Capsule Is marked “ENO'S FRUIT SALT." Without it
you have been imposed, on by a worthless imitation. TKADE
’The finest thing in the book is ‘How Hadji Al Shaeabac was
Printed tor.tho Proprietor by
everioub
Co., at th»
MAP.K—F,so's FbuiT’Salt, Fruit Saline, on Fruit >w— otographed.’ It is an admirable addition to our not too cx:■ Holborn Printing Works, Fullwood's Louts, High Holborn
■ . Sold by all Chemists. Price 2s, 3<1.
;«yc comic literature. The story is one of which extracts
in tho Parish of St. Androw-above-Bur and St. Georue
^not give an adequate idea; it is Intensely humorbus....
Sole As'<ai/e«/-'(triii~i>nARytA*;iiiaKZs*
the iurtyr, London, and pnUiaUd by E. ?<’.
Are
’^ho wish to obtain ft handsome gift-book of an amusing
’ll find what they waul in The Lazo Lays."
Maria-laue, London, E.(J.
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